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CAN
PI ease be assured that your letter wi 11 not be
ignored or set as ide
At the present time
however
the EPC
engaged in some other matters

Why Bates has not made
it a priority, and what’s
being done about that.
Page 10

NEWS

CIA on Campus
Sparks Protest
by Andrew Abraham
Student demonstators calmly pro¬
tested at the entrance of the Office of Ca¬
reer Services while the CIA interviewed
Bates students inside last Monday.
The protest, organized by the New
World Coalition, was in response to
what the demonstators said were illegal
activities by the Central Intelligence
Agency.
Chris Janak, coordinator of the New
World Coalition, said the demonstators
wanted to “send a message to the cam¬
pus and to students who might work for
the CIA that they conduct illegal activi¬
ties.” .
The protesters recognized a right of
the CIA, or any group, to recruit on
campus.
There were about a total of 25
people protesting throughout the day
with eight posted signs which protested
CI4 activities. The messages on the
signs ranged from “A nation has a right
to sovereignty, stop CIA covert activi¬
ties,” to “Protest a career that kills, say
no to the CIA recruiters.” Two signs
were stolen during the day.
Also two people showed up in a coun¬
ter-demonstration bearing a sign that
read “Better dead than red. Go CIA ”
Being outnumbered, they left leaving

their signs on the lawn beside the OCS.
Overall the protest was silent except
when tour groups passed at times. Most
of the protesters just sat quietly on'the
steps of OCS, letting their signs speak
for themselves.

“We live in a democracy,
and so we are entitled to
know what our govern¬
ment is doing. The CIA
conducts illegal activities
secretly. We simply want
to make people aware of
this fact.”
“We live in a democracy, and so we
are entitled to know what our govern¬
ment is doing. The CIA conducts illegal
activities secretly. We simply want to
make people aware of this fact,” Chris
Janak said.
Philip Agee, the ex-Cia agent who
spoke at Bates on last Thursday, worked
for the CIA but then quit because of its
activities. He published a list of CIA
agents and wrote a book describing CIA
activities and as a result was exiled from
the United States.

Reverend Wiggins Addresses Campus
About Racism in Higher Education
by Nancy Wagner
As'part of the Afro-Am Society’s ef¬
forts to make Bates more informed of the
need for an Afro-Am Studies program,
the Reverend Daphne Wiggins, the As¬
sociate Chaplain qf Brown University,

was invited to speak about “Racism in
Higher Education” last Sunday.
Reverend Wiggins also headed a
panel discussion “Being Black in a Pre¬
dominantly White Institution” which
took place the following afternoon.

In her discourse Sunday on “Racism
in Higher Education,” Reverend Wig¬
gins explained how racism infiltrates
into our educational institutions. “If
you have stood by idly, you are racist,”
she said, and then discussed constructive
ways to counter the problem.
Her analysis of the problem was thor¬
ough; she discussed how racism mani¬
fests itself on college campuses in the
forms of physical, verbal, and mental
abuse, as well as through the inadequac¬
ies of Eurocentric academic programs.
“There needs to be varying perspec¬
tives on all issues. Right now there is a
’white is right’ implication in history,”
Wiggins said.
Her suggestions on how to combat
racism in higher learning addressed the
different facets of the problem. A
school’s first step, according to Rever¬
end Wiggins, should be to create a racial
harassment policy, and a board to hear

“If you have stood by idly, you
are racist.”

Rev. Daphne Wiggins spoke to a packed house last Sunday night. Colin Browning photo.
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racial grievances.
She also stressed the importance of
training on-campus security to be aware
of racial issues, citing how black students
are often stopped for no reason on some
campuses. Reverend Wiggins pointed to
the need of cultural programs and the
broadening of perspective in the educa¬
tional program.
Black Studies programs are not estab¬
lished by many colleges to- attract minor¬
ity students because they seem to feel “if
they’re not here they are not missing.”
Also those colleges argue without a sub¬
stantial number of minority students on
campus, such minority studies programs
are not necessary, she said:
The panel discussion - on Monday,
“Being Black in a Predominantly White
Institution;” which took place the fol¬

lowing afternoon, gave even more in¬
sight into the problem of racism at insti¬
tutions of higher learning.
The panel consisted of Reverend
Wiggins, the Assistant Dean of Students
James Reese, the president of AfroAmerican Society Mark May ’90, AfroAm.’s public relations director Khairah

“There needs to be varying
perspectives on all issues.
Right now there is a ’white is
right’ implication in history.”
Kane ’92, and Michelle LaValle,'whd
came to share her personal experience
with racism at Hampshire College.
Ideas were exchanged freely at this
discussion; the panel, and also quite a
few of the Bates students who attended,
did not hesitate to share their perspec¬
tives. All acknowledged the definite real¬
ity of racism in our educational institu¬
tions,whether it’s presence is subtle or
not. Michelle LaValle’s account of how
she received harassment, death threats,
and physical abuse at Hampshire Col¬
lege on account of her race showed very
vividly the reality of the problem, arid
other, subtler, incidents of campus rac¬
ism were also addressed.
The prevalent feeling .af these two
events about/how higher education
should be purged of racism is best
summed up by Reverend Wiggjri’s
statement that “it’s time we stopped
making excuses and quotirig platitudes.
Reverend Wiggins has been the Assd:
date Chaplain at Brown U. for the past
four years, and jis also an advisor of
RACE (Racial Awareness Communica¬
tion Exchange), an organization on the
Brown campus which was, started in
1972. She recieved her BA from Eastern
College, and her Master of Divinity from
Eastern Baptist Theological Seminary.--

NEWS

The Bates BubbleCan Not Keep Out AIDS
by Julia Opler

people have sex, they should use con¬
doms.”
Also the fewer partners a person has,
the smaller the chance of encountering
AIDS is simply according to the law of
averages. After all each partner brings
with them a past and possibly an un¬
known sexual history.
At Bates, where alcohol is sometimes
the centerpiece of social activity, special

Susceptibility to AIDS (Acquired Im¬
mune Deficiency Syndrome) is not miti¬
gated by the seclusion of college life. Al¬
though AIDS is not a predominant con¬
cern of many Bates students, statistics
and the opinions of health officials illus¬
trate the importance of understanding
the deadly virus.
Twenty percent of the cases of AIDS
in the United States afflict people be¬
tween 20 and 29 years old who were
probably infected during their late ado¬
lescent or early adult years.
The New England College Health As¬
sociation’s (NECHA) yearly meeting
determined that 0.3 percent of the gen¬
eral population is infected with the HIV
virus, and that the same level can be pre¬
sumed to exist on college campuses.
Little evidence exists indicating that
college students are using enough pre¬
cautionary measures to prevent the sex¬
ual transmission of the AIDS virus. In
a student health study done by the
NECHA, 81-83 percent of the surveyed
students were found to be sexually ac¬
tive. Of those sexually active students,

“(W)hen you are drunk you
would have sex with someone
who, if you were not drunk,
you probably wouldn’t have
lunch with.”

“AIDS is not talked about
much at all. Young people are
exploring their sexuality, and
tend to view sexually transmit¬
ted diseases more as a barrier
than as a threat. They feel in¬
vulnerable to any deadly dis¬
ease.”
60 percent said they did not use con¬
doms. In high-risk groups, identified as
IV drug users and homosexuals, 67 per¬
cent of those surveyed reported not us¬
ing condoms.
Even more alarming was 60 percent
of the surveyed students said they
thought they would lie to a partner if
they had tested HIV positive and knew
they had AIDS.
A number of explanations are given
for students’ nonchalant attitude toward
safe sex and taking preventive measures.
Perhaps the most significant factor for
the seemingly low level of concern
among students is the fact that the incu¬
bation period of AIDS is relatively
long.
Cindy Visbaras, health educator at
Bates, remarked that, “in college health
in general, we are not going to see a lot
(of AIDS cases). People generally be¬
come sexually active in their late teens,

and with the long (AIDS) incubation pe¬
riod (on average, 7.8 years), we won’t
be seeing the outcome.”
Also the media’s less frequent cover¬
age of the issue of AIDS may have lulled
some into a false sense of security. Ac¬
cording to Chris Tisdale, director of
health services, “the shock effect of
AIDS has gone down. It is not such a
hot media topic anymore, and as a re¬
sult, people feel safer.”
“We live in a sheltered place here at
Bates, and we shouldn’t forget about
AIDS, because the reality is there,” said
Adrian Collazo, ’90, coordinator of the
Bates Gay-Lesbian-Straight Alliance.
“AIDS is not talked about much at
all. Young people are exploring their
sexuality, and tend to view sexually

transmitted diseases more as a barrier
than as a threat. They feel invulnerable
to any deadly disease,” Collazo pointed
out.
Presently the issue of AIDS is dealt
with silently by most members of the
Bates community. Bates students’ feel¬
ing about AIDS run the whole gamut,
from very frightened and very alert to
the danger to one unidentified student
who said that “as long as they’re a little
careful, there’s no risk.”
Batsies, however, should defend
themselves against AIDS through per¬
sonal measures Tisdale said. Admit¬
ting that complete, campus-wide absti¬
nence is not probable, Tisdale advocates
people learn more about the risks and
practice safe sex. She advises “when

problems can arise. Statistics from the
AIDS Commission for American Col¬
lege Health show that one third of the
cases of sexually transmitted diseases oc¬
curred when the victim had had too
much to drink. The head of the com¬
mission said, “when you are drunk you
would have sex with someone who, if
you were not drunk, you probably
wouldn’t have lunch with.”
Attempts to educate the Bates cam¬
pus about AIDS have been carried out
recently. The Health Center featured a
film on AIDS, which is available for
viewing upon request. On Thursday,
November 3rd, there was an AIDS
panel in Skelton Lounge.
Presenting this panel were an AIDS
educator, an AIDS “buddy,” and a
man who had tested HIV positive.
These individuals gave accounts of their
own experiences with the disease. Only
17 people attended the presentation.
There is information available from
the Health Center that deals frankly
with all aspects of the dynamics of AIDS
transmission. The staff at the Health
Center are ready to advise anyone who
might need guidance in contending with
safe sex or AIDS questions. Confiden¬
tial testing is available through the
Health Center or the AIDS Testing In¬
formation Center accessible at 7954357.
Tisdale notes the “biggest impact of
the disease comes from losing so¬
meone.” She comments that we can’t
let isolation from the effects of AIDS
“lull us into a false sense of security that
could result in death.”
74,000 people in the United States
have been diagnosed with AIDS. Of
this number 43,000 have died.

Poland’s Political Crisis Demands Compromise
This is the second half of a two-part essay
written by Ben Slay, economics instructor, ex¬
ploring the current political crisis in Poland
which will be the subject of the Bates College
Internationalists’ upcoming special program.
Last week’s beginning half explored the historic
events leading up to the present problems.

A combination of economic misman¬
agement, corruption, foreign indebted¬
ness and adverse external economic con¬
ditions had, by August* 1980, plunged
Poland into an economic crisis. During
1979-82, Poland’s gross national pro¬
duction fell by more than 20 percent—a
decline comparable to the Great De¬
pression of the 1930’s in the United
States. A wave of strikes shook Poland
during July and August of 1980.
Advised by dissident intellectuals,
striking Polish workers demanded more
than wage increases: they called for the
right to establish trade unions indepen¬
dent of the ruling Polish United. Work¬
ers'Party (PUWP).
Backed, to the. wall, the government
and communist party had no choice but
to accede to the workers’ demands. On

August 31, 1980, the Free Trade Union
Solidarity was officially recognized in
Gdansk, under the leadership of an elec¬
trician named Lech Walesa.
Although formally a trade union, Sol¬
idarity was quickly perceived by much
of Polish society as an institutionalized
opposition movement. The PUWP lead¬
ership hs well as the Soviet government
under the leadership of Leonid Brezh-

Benjamin Slay
niev, found this particularly disquiet¬
ing, and on numerous occasions at¬
tempted to limit the scope of Solidarity’s
activities.
These attempts were by and large un¬
successful and often served to reduce the
PUWP’s standing in the eyes of Polish
society. Yet, they deepened the sense of
mistrust between the two camps and
played into the hands of the more radical
elements on both sides.
While both sides agreed- that far-

reaching economic and political reforms
were necessary, negotiations wore on.
Then the country’s economic problems
worsened: the country announced it
was unable to service its foreign debts in
March, 1981.
Unable to import raw materials and
semi-finished products from the West,
the Polish economy ground to a halt.

Unable to import raw materials
and
semi-finished
products
from the West, the Polish econ¬
omy ground to a halt. Store
shelves were emptied by des¬
perate consumers.

idarity were arrested and/or impris¬
oned.
The declaration of martial law dem¬
onstrated that the PUWP regarded the
task of pulling Poland out of the eco¬
nomic crisis as secondary to the impera¬
tive of retaining strict control over the
political system.
In the face of continued economic and
political pressures from Polish society,
as well as economic warfare from the
United States and some Western Euro¬
pean governments, the Polish govern¬
ment has, since 1982, introduced a se¬
ries of economic and political reforms
from above.

Economic and Political Reforms
These economic reforms have par¬
tially decentralized the economic system

Store shelves were emptied by desperate
consumers.
In the face of impending economic
collapse, General Jaruzeiski on Decern-'
ber 13, 1981 declared a state of martial
law and launched a push against Soli¬
darity. In the * months that followed,
Walesa and many other members of Sol-

■ SEE POLAND, PAGE 15
Benjamin- Slay, economics instructor at Bates,
studied at Warsaw University two years. He
received a Fulbright Grant to study in Poland
and Hungary for his dissertation research deal¬
ing with a comparison of economic reform in
Poland'and Hungary. He most recently re¬
lumed to Poland over fall break.
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Offense Struggles In 10-6 Loss To Bowdoin
by Mark Mandel
Last Saturday the Bates football team
finished the home portion of their 1988
season by dropping a 10-6 decision to
CBB rival Bowdoin College. The game,
which was the fourth loss in a row for the
Bobcats, could best be described as more
of a skirmish between two teams with
struggling offenses than the scrappy de¬
fensive clash that the score might indi¬
cate.
Bates squandered numerous fourth
quarter opportunities to take the lead in
the contest, including two possessions on
the Polar Bear side of the field with less
than five minutes to play. Unfortu¬
nately, neither possession ended with
more than a first down, and as a result,
the Bobcats dropped their second game
in a row to a CBB team.
As has been the case all season, the
start of the game provided no indication
of what was to come later. Bobcat cornerback Mark Paone ’92 picked off his
first pass of the year in the first quarter
and, after the Bates offense stalled, sen¬
ior Jeff Gitlin booted a 21-yard field goal
for a quick 3-0 Bobcat lead.
Bowdoin struck back later in the quar¬
ter when a thirteen play Polar Bear drive
led to a one yard touchdown run by half¬
back Jim LeClair.
Gitlin provided more of the Bates of¬
fense in the second quarter when he
capped a 51-yard drive with another
field goal to cut the Polar Bear lead to 76. Unfortunately, the half ended when
Gitlin missed a 36-yard attempt with 11
seconds remaining.
The Polar Bears put what turned out
to be the last points of the game on the
board when Bowdoin kicker Rick Saletta
connected for an important 26-yard field
goal late in the third quarter. The field
goal would prove critical in the fourth
quarter, when the four point Bowdoin
lead prevented Bates from being able to
win the game with a field goal.
The Bates offense got its first shot at
taking over the game in the fourth quar¬
ter when a long Bobcat drive, which was
kept alive by three passing third down
conversions, moved the ball to the Bow¬
doin 23-yard line. But the drive stalled
when Bates QB Ed Travers ’90 couldn’t
conpect with freshman tight end Matt
Langley on fourth down and one.
The Bobcats failed to capitalize on
another opportunity when they were

Jeff Bochenek '90 tries to break through a hole in the Bowdoin defense. Colin Browning photo.

forced to punt after three plays from the
Bowdoin 47-yard line with just over
three minutes to play in the game. The
Polar Bears did their part to help the
Bobcats when two incomplete passes and
a sack got Bates the ball back at Bowdoin’s 49-yard line with 1:39 left. Be¬
cause the two missed passes had stopped
the clock, the Bobcats had the ball with
one timeout left and enough time to
mount a game winning drive.
Unfortunately a Bowdoin sack of
Travers on first down left the Bates of¬
fense with 60 yards to go for a game win¬
ning touchdown. A last ditch, fourth
down effort by the Bobcats fell short on
an incomplete pass to Ike Stewart ’92.
For Bates, the few bright spots in the
game included the hard work of tailback
Jeff Bochenek ’90, who had 28 carries
for 98 yards, and the defense, which to¬
tally shut down a Polar Bear running at¬
tack that could only muster a total of 66
yards on 47 attempts.
So, as the Bobcat football squad pre¬
pares for Saturday’s finale against Tufts
University, the team can only look

toward this weekend as a chance to im¬
prove on its 1-6 record, and as a way to
partially salvage what has been a lost
season.
’Cat Notes: Bowdoin Head Coach
Howard Vandersea, a Bates alumnus,
upped his record to 4-1 against his alma
mater. . . . Bowdoin (2-4-1) will try to

Volleyball Wins Fourth
Straight Maine State Title
by Peter Carr
Every once in awhile, a team will
emerge as a sports powerhouse. A team
that rips through opponents with raw
ability and strong emotional play. Over
the past four years, the Bates Women’s
Volleyball Team has been the Maine
State power capturing their latest victory
and fourth straight title this past week¬
end in Presque Isle.

Cross Country Finishing Strong
by Spike Palmer
Last weekend at the Women’s EC AC
Division III Championships at Albany,
the Bobcats finished third in a field of 33
teams behind SUNY-Cortland and
Ithaca College. Coach Carolyn Court
was very pleased with her team’s per¬
formance and especially its 1:23 pack¬
time for the top seven, a time that is not
much slower than some of its better top
five pack-times.
This week as the team prepares for the
NCAA Division III New England Qual¬
ifiers at Southeastern Massachusetts,
they stand currently fourth in the NE
Division III polls behind Williams Col¬
lege, University of Southern Maine, and
Smith College, and received votes in the
national noil.

As the season comes to a close, the
team looks back on a season with both
high and low points. They started out
with a blast, seeming invincible at the
Can-Am, Williams, and SMU Invitationals with four excellent front-runners
(co-captains Kerry O’Leary '89 and
Rosemary Hart ’89, junior Beth Golden
and freshman Andrea Elder) who car¬
ried the team to victory.
Then at the not-too-crucial CBB Invi¬
tational the team was unable to pull itself
together and lost to Southern Maine and
Colby, only defeating Bowdoin. Two
weeks later at the NESCAC Champion¬
ships at Hamilton College, it seemed the
team had truly come undone, finishing
fourth to Williams, Colby, and Bowdoin.
Unfortunately for the other teams,
that was not the case, as they put Colby
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defend its CBB title at home Saturday
when it faces Colby (3-4). ... In the
first half the Bates defense only allowed
22 rushing yards on 22 carries. . . . Be¬
fore this Bowdoin victory, the Polar
Bears had lost four games and were tied
in one after leading the game in the clos¬
ing minutes of the fourth quarter.

and Bowdoin back in their proper places
at the MAIAW Championships at the
Gorham Country Club, finishing third
behind UMO and USM. Finally, at last
weekend’s Div. Ill ECAC’s, they
showed that they were not only gaining
back lost ground, but were ready to
move ahead, putting together the tight¬
est pack-time yet.
Much of the credit for this goes to
sophomore Suzanne O’Brien and jun¬
iors Ruth Loescher and Deborah Mor¬
ris, who is having her best season ever.
These three, as well as others who un¬
fortunately were unable to break into the
top seven, steadily improved regardless
of the fluctuating performances of the
top four. As a result, this team is moving
into the final meet of the year stronger
than ever.

“I am pleased with our victory al¬
though it really did not come as a sur¬
prise to me,” said Coach Marsha Graef.
“We played well, everybody played well
and we won as 1 had hoped and ex¬
pected. This squad has dominated the
state for the past four years and this was
their way to end a great season on a
good note. We did.”
And a good note it certainly was.
Bates drew a bye in the first round as
the top seeded team, but then went on to
trounce each challenger sweeping every
game and the title. The Bobcats opened
against Machias College and won 15-1,
15-6, beat University of Maine Farmin¬
gton 15-6, 15-1, and crushed rival Bow¬
doin College for the fourth time this sea¬
son in the finals 15-1, 15-5.
With these three wins,: Bates posts a
final 37-2 match record which translates
into 84 games won and only seven lost.
Both are Bates records for Graef’s ten¬
ure. In addition, Bates players were
honored at the 1988 MAIAW Banquet
for their play in the tournament and
throughout the season.
Laurie Plante ’90 and Kristh Bourquein ’89 were both selected to the
MAIAW All-Tournament team, Julie
Roche ’91 was named Second Team AllState, and Michele Feroah ’90 and Ra¬
chel Clayton earned First Team AllState awards. With a great record and
terrific performances, Bates is expected
to gain additional accolades on a New
England and regional basis in the up¬
coming weeks.

SPORTS

Bates Football Shocked By Colby Echo
by Mark Mandel
The excerpt below was taken from the
Colby Echo, the campus newspaper of
Colby College, in the edition that ap¬
peared after the White Mules football
team had beaten Bates 19-3 last week:
“[co-captain] Francis Hodsoll went so
far as to say that he ‘enjoyed beating
Bates more than I would any other
team. Both because of the past history
and because of their cocky, arrogant at¬
titudes.’”

Mark Mandel
“Since attitudes of players usually
stem from the coach, Bates’ Web Harri¬
son would seem to be the main source of
the Bobcats supposedly unsportsmanlike
demeanor. Obviously upset about his
team’s loss, he was nevertheless reluc¬
tant to give the Mules much credit. He
cited his team’s ‘poor performance’ as a
major reason for the Colby win but did
finally concede that the ‘better team def¬
initely won.’”
“ . . . Said [senior] Andy Ayers: ‘It’s
just nice to beat Bates and Web Harri¬
son, because I really don’t like him.’
Added [co-captain] Dan Valeri: ‘It was
great because (Bates) is a team that I re¬
ally can’t stand.’”
“ . . . Prescott felt that not trying to
run up the score was a nice touch: ‘It
just shows the class we have in winning. ’
“Indeed, the Mules have displayed
class throughout the season. They have
resisted the temptation to gloat ...”
The portion above was taken from an
article that I assume was supposed to de¬
scribe the action that took place in the
game. The story went on to include
more trashy quotes from players who ex¬
pressed their ill feelings toward Bates,
and concluded by characterizing the
Colby victory as a ‘cakewalk.’ It is not

Jeff Gitlin '89 kicked two field goals on Saturday. Colin Browning photo.
surprising to note that the classless arti¬
cle was titled “White Mules Master
Bates.”
While many Bates football players
were not shocked by Colby’s reaction to
their first CBB victory since 1983 (that’s
eight straight losses to Bowdoin and
Bates), most were stunned by the vi¬
ciousness that was expressed by the
White Mule players in the article. Even
more surprising to the Bates players was
the fact that such a cheap shot, could
come from a team with the history that
Colby football has had.
You see, Colby football hadn’t won a
game in fifteen tries before their victory
earlier in the season against Tufts Uni¬
versity. In the last four years, the fight¬
ing White Mules were winless in 29 of
32 games, and, before last Saturday,
had lost to Bates five straight times, in¬

cluding 51-0 and 46-28 blowouts at Garcellon Field. Things were so bad for
Colby this year that they had to call in a
sports psychologist, who spoke to the
team for two hours before the Tufts
game.
The article itself, which was obviously
prompted by the new found egotistical
attitude of the Colby team, can best be
described as a piece of trash more fit for
the gossip column pages of a newspaper.
While it may be true that part of a foot¬
ball team’s attitude is adopted from the
attitude of its coach, anyone who has
come in contact with Coach Harrison
would have problems believing that
Bates’s supposed “unsportsmanlike de¬
meanor” came from him.
In addition, a football team’s attitude
seems to more likely stem from the
leader of the squad: the captain, (or in
Colby’s case the co-captains). Needless

to say, anyone who knows Captain Jack
Foley ’89 knows that he is one of the
most modest and classy representatives
a team could have. On the other hand,
the above excerpt may tell one of the
type of attitude the Colby captains bring
to their team.
The article’s description of the game
as a ‘cakewalk’ seems to also be a mis¬
representation of a game that was only
7-3 in the third quarter, and of a game
whose outcome was not decided until
Colby’s final touchdown with less than
five minutes to go in the game. And the
assertion that class was shown by the
Mules in not running up the score when
they allegedly could have, makes one
wonder if the author of the article was
even at the game.
Furthermore, it seems unlikely that
Bates football has the “past history” of
being arrogant and cocky as the article
claims. As most Bobcat football players
would readily admit, and as most Batesies know, Bates football has not exactly
been a Division III powerhouse over the
past few years.
Thus, if the accusations put forth in
the Colby article about the Bobcat
team’s attitude and about the team’s
head coach are totally unfounded, why
was the article produced in the first
place? After all, isn’t the purpose of a
college newspaper to provide a forum in
which to recognize the accomplishments
of that school’s students, instead of using
the space as a way of expressing ill feel¬
ings toward another college?
While the blasphemous article against
the Bobcats may be explained by any
combination of factors (maybe the au¬
thor had been rejected admission ,to
Bates out of high school), it is most likely
that the point of the article was to con¬
vince people that Colby has elevated its
football program to a more respectable,
competitive level. If this is true, what ac¬
tually was sacrificed by using such slan¬
der to persuade others of Colby’s im¬
provement was the respectability a foot¬
ball team gains by getting better through
hard work, perseverance, integrity, and,
most importantly, a touch of class.

Orienteering Competes
Internationally
by David Harvey
How do you assemble some of the best
orienteers in the world? Get a five color,
15,000 topographic map, organize a
race on it, and declare the winners
North American champions. Last week¬
end, in Hickory Run State Park, Penn¬
sylvania the results of these steps came
to life.
Over 500 orienteers,including several
Batsies, gathered to do battle for the
North American crown individually, as
well as for their country. Although the
meet and awards were designed for
U.S.-Canadian Competition,
nearly
100 hundred of the competitors came
from outside this continent.
The two-day, two-race competition
proved to be as much of a physical chal¬
lenge for many as it did a mental chal¬
lenge. The runnability of the .course was
impaired by the vast amounts of stony
ground. Also, the meet’s location in the
Pocono Mountain area foretold of the
great hills on the mapped area. But, as
if these weren’t enough, bitter cold on
Sunday helped to slow things down, too.
In the 19-20A category, which ran on
the red (advanced) course, Carl Fey,
’91, captured second place. His division
was unique in that nearly a third of his
competitors either did not finish or were
disqualified, proving that strong run¬
ning ability without precise orienteering

skills cannot carry you through an event
alone.
David Harvey, ’91, represented Bates
in the 19-20B class. This class ran on
the orange (intermediate) course. While
he faced only one other competitor in his
division, he had a strong showing com¬
pared to other orange course competi¬
tors in general by having a fine run on
Saturday.
The student running amidst the best
athletes was David Askew, ’89. He had
an excellent second day run on the red
course to compliment his good run the
previous day. However, because of his
age, he ran in the 21-B class which
fielded athletes of higher caliber than the
other two classes in which Bates ran.
Thus, his finish in the second fifth of the
21-B athletes does not do justice to his
good performance.
Obviously the club was quite appre¬
ciative of its success last weekend, but
still a higher goal for this season re¬
mains. On November 12 and 13 the
Bates Orienteering Club will travel to its
last meet, Intercollegiate Champion¬
ships, where they will face adversaries
such as Harvard, Brown , and MIT. So,
while North American Championships
ended on a positive note, it remains the
hope of the club to end what has been an
up and down season with a strong per¬
formance on the college level.
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Arts & Entertainment
Folk Trio Metamora Returns to Bates
The folk group Metamora, who played
a sold out show at Bates last year, re¬
turns to campus Wednesday, November
16th.(Sponsored by the Freewill Folk Society.)

with the extraordinary musical expertise
of the three individual members, have
produced several lively, distinct, and
texturally rich albums.
Sutherland feels that the differences
between the artists, (each member has

musical interests.“
Of course, this common ground is far
from common.
With a lot of lesser groups, such an
eclectic musical line up as fiddle, flute,
hammer dulcimer and synthesizer

It’s hard to put a label on Metamora.
After all, what do you call a band that
is both traditional and new age at the
same time? A band which uses instru¬
ments that range from a hand made
hammer dulcimer to a high-tech synthe¬
sizer?
Pete Sutherland, renowned fiddler
and vocalist for the Indiana based trio,
once admitted that the group was diffi¬
cult to pin down.
“It’s pretty nebulous really. The in¬
fluences reveal themselves for what they
are ... I don’t know where we’re going
to end up. I’ll let someone else pigeon¬
hole it.”
Whatever label is put on their particu¬
lar style of music, there is little doubt
that Metamora is one of the finest folk
bands in existence.
Metamora officially came about in
1982 when Sutherland joined hammer
dulcimer player Malcolm Daglish and
multi-instrumentalist Grey Larsen un¬
der the name of (what else?) Daglish,
Larsen, and Sutherland.
Each artist brought his own particular
background to the group.
Malcolm
Daglish, who makes his own instru¬
ments, and Larsen both were influenced
primarily by traditional Northern Euro¬
pean folk music, while Sutherland, who
has lived in Vermont, was primarily in¬
fluenced by traditional Appalachian folk
tunes.
These various backgrounds, combined

produced acclaimed work outside of the
group) helps the music they do with each
other.
“We have spent a lot of time on solo
projects, not just as a group. Malcolm
and Grey have been working together
for something like twelve years now. I
definitely feel that our solo projects help
us as a group.
We each have our own interests.
Metamora is the common ground in our

would not work. But the talent and pre¬
cision (Daglish has himself made over 60
hammer dulcimers in looking for the
right sound) of Metamora not only
makes this work, but work beautifully.
Their exceptionally clear and intricate
arrangements allow them to explore to
the utmost the wide range of instru¬
ments at their disposal, while still pro¬
ducing lively, humorous and sensitive
pieces. They can be experimental and

by Jason Patenaude

diverse without being coldly technical;
they can also be emotional without being
cloyingly sentimental.
Despite their success, Metamora con¬
tinues to evolve. Earlier this year, they
released The Morning Walk on the new
age Windham Hill label. This marks the
first time, as a group, that they have re¬
corded outside of the more bluegrass ori¬
ented Sugar Hill label. The album dif¬
fered from their earlier work, and was
more in style with Windham Hill’s new
age focus.
“The two albums [The Morning Walk
and The Great Road) were meant to be
very different; (the difference in style)
was quite intentional. It wasn’t really
an evolution because the recording of
the two of them was nearly back to back.
You just do different things with differ¬
ent labels.”
When Metamora arrives at Bates, it
will be their second visit in many years.
Sutherland said that the group had en¬
joyed their last visit (the feeling from
those who attended the show was recip¬
rocal) and that they were looking for¬
ward to returning.
Perhaps because Malcolm Daglish
and Grey Larsen met while at Oberlin
College and Larsen credits the folk scene
at the school with turning him from rock
’n roll to folk, that Sutherland noted
with disappointment the lack of interest
at many colleges.
“The one thing that is disappointing
about colleges is that, even with a re¬
duced ticket rate, there isn’t a lot of big
college interest.”
Well, we’ve got the reduced ticket
price. I can only hope for the college
interest that this remarkable band so
well deserves.

You Mean You Missed This Pub?!! . . .
Oz and Eliot Put On a Great Show
by Ken Sherwood
A Saturday night of good beer, good
friends, and great jazz is pretty rare this
side of Boston, but thanks to the CHC
Pubs it is happening in Chase lounge.
The duo of Eliot King Smith ’90 and
Ozzy Jones ’90 is the latest sensation to
hit the Bates campus. They played two
explosive sets of jazz, blues, and other
music to the enthusiastic crowds packed
into the lounge.
They paid service to a number of
standards, including My Favorite
Things, Au Privave by Charlie Parker,
Stormy Monday, and My Man’s
Gone. Oz let it loose with a Hendrix fa¬
vorite doing a bit of guitar work to com¬
plement the vocals.
Eliot went Lis own way resurrecting

Bates College Theatre Presents
Seneca's Classic

9vCedea
November 4, 5/11 and 12 at 8:00 PM
November 6 and 13 at 2:00 PM
In the Gannett Theater
Call 7S6-6161 for more information
Eox Office Hours : 3-3 weekdays

some tunes from his younger days which
the audience seemed to appreciate.
More importantly he played several
original numbers which exhibited some
very skillful lyric expressionism. The
original numbers had not before been
heard on campus, but some, including
Let Things Slide may resurface in the
Door #2 program later this year.
The evening, however, did not strictly
belong to Ozzy and Eliot. Mary Ellen
Bilafer (’91) joined the two in a warm
version of Billy Holliday’s God Bless
The Child. With Eliot joining the two
for three part vocals, this was perhaps
one of the best surprises of the night.
Those of you who have seen Medea
have already heard the percussive talents
of John McDowell. He appeared for the
second set expertly driving the show to a
Latin flavored climax. Strolling around
the stage with a conga-like instrument,
he furnished a steady enough backbeat
to allow Eliot to play outside his normal
style, and to urge Ozzy on to extend his
vocal expression, not to mention move¬
ment.
It was certainly the first excellent jazz
to come to Bates this year. Let’s hope it
won’t be the last. Surely that bad cat
Ozzy will continue taking Giant Steps,
while Eliot, the old man who doesn’t just
play with his hands, will keep Letting
Things Slide on the ivories.

Box Office opens an hour before each performance

Don't miss this premiere production!!
Bates Students and Staff : only $ 2.00!!

Editor’s note: Ken Sherwood is a member Be¬
hind Door Number Two and of the Bates Jazz
Band. Ken also contributed his considerable
talents at the pub by accompanying Oz, Eliot
and John on the trumpet.
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Ozzie Jones '92 and Eliot King Smith '90 brought the house down at Saturday's pub. Ken
Sherwood photo.

ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT

Baroque Instrumental Group to Perform
by Ken Sherwood

Trio Sonnerie,a baroque instrumen¬
tal group, will be giving the third per¬
formance of the Bates College Concert
Series in the Olin concert hall tonight at
8:15.
The group has performed throughout
F'.urope and North America for the past
six years. Members include violinist
Monica Huggett, viola da gamba player
Sarah Cunningham, and harpsichordist
Mitzi Meyerson, each a noted soloist;
the group is internationally recognized
for its excellent chamber music. Having
recorded widely and performed exten¬
sively for the BBC, the players are plan¬
ning to tour Scandinavia and Australia
in the future.
Collectively the group has a portfolio,
both as soloists and as a unit, of eighteen
major recordings. Tonight’s concert
may include compositions by Bach, Pur¬
cell, or works by Jean-Marie Leclair
(which were recently recorded by the
trio). The pieces will be performed on
period instruments using cat gut strings
and the like, generating a very authentic

recreation of a baroque era perform¬
ance.
Monica Huggett is the most re¬
nowned member of the group, having
studied at the Royal Academy. She is
the former leader of the Amsterdam Ba¬
roque Orchestra, but she now concen¬
trates on the trio and her own solo work.
Sarah Cunningham has performed as
a soloist in London, Oxford, New York,
Boston, San Francisco, Montreal, and
Amsterdam. She has also recorded her
own solo album. Mitzi Meyerson, the
third performer in the group, is a mem¬
ber of the music faculty at Stanford.
Meyerson has also recorded, and has
performed for BBC and Radio France.
This ensemble of accomplished musi¬
cians can be expected to give an excel¬
lent performance. Tickets for this and
future concerts of the Series can be re¬
served at the Olin office (786-6135), and
are discounted at five dollars for Bates
students. The College Concert Commit¬
tee hopes that students will continue to
take advantage of the tremendous talent
that comes to Olin. If you haven’t been
yet, you can’t know what you’re
missing.

1 lie highly acclaimed Trio Sonnerie play at Olin Friday night. Malcolm Crowthers photo.

Run, Don’t Walk: Here’s Two to Try
No Contest: “Sonic Youth’ ’ and “Dinosaur Jr.”
by Chris Grunden

I have this vision: somewhere in
America, Peter Buck of REM and Paul
Westerberg of the Replacements are sit¬
ting in a room listening to Sonic
Youth’s Daydream Nation and Dinosaur
Jr.’s Bug. They look at eachother, and
realize that it will be hard, almost impos¬
sibly so, to live up to these two albums.
So each band scraps its forthcoming al¬
bum, and goes back to the studio, works
and works, and they come up with two
classics. Indeed, it will be hard for either
REM or Replacements, who both have
hotly awaited albums ready for release
to approach the power, the innovation,
and the vision of these two albums.
Sonic Youth and Dinosaur Jr. are the
kings of the hill right now. All other
bands tremble in their wake.
Sonic Youth’s new double album is
what those in the business and on the
street will be listening to and learning
from for the rest of 1988 and beyond.
It is a feedback-filled, sprawling mass of
dreams and psychic phenomena. Like
the 1987 masterpiece Sister, the songs on
this album are really that - songs. Words
and music mesh in a hypnotic, thrashing
frenzy. Kim Gordon has never sounded
so haunting, and Thurston Moore plays
and sings with authority and power.
Sonic Youth absolutely has talent to
burp, and they sneak in the recesses of
your mind and their apocalyptic mes¬
sage to resonate in your brain and in
your dreams.
The first song, “Teen Age Riot,”
starts things off with Gordon. “Sweet
desire/We were fire” and the band laun¬
ches into a first class rocker that shows
the precision that the band is currently
playing with. (Also released this year
was Sonic Death, a live recording of early
material that reveals a slightly less pol¬
ished band at work.)
“Eric’s Trip” is in many ways the
highlight of the album. Here, Lee Ronalso’s guitar playing strikes the listener
like some supercharged, LSD inspired
dream. Lyrics fly all over the map. In
“Cross the Breeze,” Gordon wonders if
she is Satan’s daughter. She can’t decide
whether to stay or go; urges are ex¬

pressed, then fulfilled or repressed
again. “Eric’s Trip” comes at the lis¬
tener in a different direction. Everything
“looks pretty good” to him. Instrumen¬
tal breaks fly at the listener and lull him
into the acid world that Sonic Youth
brings us through their man, Eric. He
sees a goddess that talks to spirits and
notes that “we’ve come to watch him
slip.” He sees with a “glass eye,” and
though he can’t see clearly, he blindly
veers on to fulfill every urge, every
dream.
“Hey Joni” opens side two with an
awesome wail. Thurston asks Joni (Mit¬
chell, one presumes) to put it all behind
her, to forget the past. The song plays
with the past vs. present dichotomy and
asks the listener to “Forget the future/
Here comes the second mess.” Musi¬
cally, the song is a stunner - brutal and
beautiful: Sonic Youth in four minutes
or so of blistering glory.

Record
Reviews
“Providence” finds a piano tinkling
behind a message somebody left on Th¬
urston’s answering machine. “Provide¬
nce” leads into “Candle,” which is
about the images we conjure up when
we look at one of those burning flames.
The album ends with a “Trilogy” that
leaves the listener exhausted. The final
song on the album, “Eliminator Jr.,”
soups up ZZ Top’s fuzzy guitar riff and
blasts off into a final wild ride around
America and the inner recesses of our
mind. In short, get this. It’s difficult lis¬
tening, but you’re not likely to find a
better album this year.
Guitar lovers should also turn to Di¬
nosaur Jr.’s latest, Bug. J. Mascis is
quickly becoming alternative rock’s
guitarist to emulate. Mascis invented his
own wall of sound and guitarists all over
the globe are struggling to catch up.
The single “Freak Scene” is one of the
best songs this reviewer has heard in
years, an absolutely perfect single, with
a classic Mascis melody, a blend of the
powerful and the passionate. In fact,
“Freak Scene” is so good that many re¬

viewers babble on and on about the
song without discussing the rest of the
album, which, if not quite up to the
level of “Freak Scene” is impressive and
bodes well for the future of the Amherst,
Massachusetts trio.
Dinosaur, Jr. fit into the classic mode
of the SST records of bands that are
built around trios. Label mates FIRE¬
HOSE and the Meat Puppets also find
much room for innovation in the guitar/
bass/drums format. Dinosaur Jr. also
look to another trio, the late Husker Du,
for inspiration.
The Dinosaur Jr. sound comes as
much from the wail of the guitars as it
does from the muffled drone of the vo¬
cals. Mascis’s voice is uniquely emo¬
tional and finds it’s way to the listener
beneath all the din. q-pe song tpat 0pens
side two, “Let it Ride” finds the band
tackling the problems of relationships,
and the lyrics often have the same inse¬
curities and self-consciousness that
Husker Du used to produce with im¬
pressive results.
Like Sonic Youth, it takes a good deal
oi listening to fully absorb what Dino¬
saur Jr. are throwing at the audience.
But, with patience, you too will find the
secret of these bands. Musically, their
influence will be felt throughout the next
year, as both of these bands are red hot

right now. Don’t miss the boat.
New releases department. Look for
REM ’s new album entitled Green, any
day now. We have high hopes for this
one, but you never know. Also recom¬
mended are The House of Love, whose
debut album reminds me of a more me¬
lodic Jesus and Mary Chain. Our favor¬
ite acid-head, Julian Cope, brings us his
newest My Nation Underground. Industrial
fans should note the new release by
Ministry and also the new (scorching)
12“ single from Front 242. Husker Du
fans should pick up the pew three song
EP from Grant Hart, which is very re¬
flective and mellow by his standards.
We’re also positive here about the new
release from Enigma’s Game Theory,
who have a unique power pop sound.
Rumor has it that everyone’s favorite,
the Violent Femmes have finished their
new album, and we await it with the
usual baited breath.
As you know, the holidays are com¬
ing, and if everyone buys their favorite
music fan a copy of Sonic Youth s Day¬
dream Nation, this world will be a better
place to live in. Happy listening.
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT

Artsy Stuff

Winter Brings R)ets
by Rebecca Laroche

Listening to a poet share his or her art
can be an enlightening and enlivening
experience.
The Bates College poetry series and
the Bates College lecture series will be
sponsoring at least three poetry readings
in the winter semester. Three major
American poets are scheduled to come
to Bates in the cold months of January
and March to read their poetry and to
give you their unique poetic vision.
Amy Clampitt, the first of these poets,
will be reading in Chase Lounge Jan¬
uary 19, 1989. In the past, she has read
her poetry at the 92nd Street Y in New
York, the Library of Congress in Wash¬
ington, and the Cambridge University
poetry festival. Amy Clampitt is a rela¬
tively new poet in literary circles.
Her first piece published, “The Sun
"Underfoot Among the Sundews”, ap¬
peared in The New Yorker in 1978. Since
then, she has had a continuous stream of
poetry published, and in 1983, her first
collection of poems, The Kingfisher, hit
the poetry world. Richard Tillinghast
in The N(w York Times Book Review then
THE SUN UNDERFOOT AMONG
THE SUNDEWS
An ingenuity to astonishing
to be quite fortuitous is
this bog full of sundews, sphagnumlined and shaped like a teacup.
A step
down and you’re into it; a
wilderness swallows you up:
ankle-, then knee-, then midriffto-shoulder-deep in wetfooted
understory, an overhead
spruce-tamarack horizon hinting
you ’ll never get out of here.
But the sun
among the sundews, down there,
is so bright, an underfootwebwork of carnivo¬
rous rubies,
a star-swarm thick as the gnats
they’re set to catch, delectable
double-faced cockleburs, each
hair-tip a sticky mirror
afire with sunlight, a million
of them and again a million,
each mirror a trap set to
unhand unbelieving,
that either
a First Cause said once, ‘ ‘Let there
be sundews, “ and there were, or they’ve
made their way here unaided
other than by that backhand, round¬
about refusal to assume responsibility
known as Natural Selection.
But the sun
underfoot is so dazzling
down there among the sundews,
there is so muck light
in the cup that, looking,
you start to fall upward.
—Amy Clampitt
(first published in The New Yorker, Auwrote, “Amy Clampitt, with the publi¬
cation of her brilliant first book, The
Kingfisher, immediately merits consider¬
ation as one of our most distinguished
contemporary poets. It is hard to think

of any poet who has written as well
about the natural world . . . .” Since
then she has written two more books of
poetry, What the Light was Like in 1985
and Archaic Figure in 1987. Ms. Clampitt
has also received recognition awards
from the Guggenheim Fellowship, the
American Academy and Institute of Arts
and Letters, and the Academy of Ameri¬
can Poets. Her reading, sponsored by
the Poetry series, is an event one should
not miss.
The poetry series will also sponsor
readings by established poet Donald Jus¬
tice on March 23. He has received nu¬
merous grants and awards for his work
with poetry and with theatre. Most no¬
tably, Justice’s Selected Poems, published
in 1979, received the Pulitzer Prize in
poetry.
This book contained poems from his ’
three previous collections, The Summer
Anniversaries (1960), Night Light (1967),
and Departures (1973) along with some
uncollected poems. Justice’s most recent
publication of the eighties is entitled The
Sunset Maker. Besides writing poetry, he
has also edited poetry anthologies.
Justice’s poetry is succinct and often
contains short metrical lines. One of his
shortest poems “Riddle”is based on a
riddle from Old English.
White of a blind man’s eye
I saw rolling
When the lid closed over
Dark was twice dark.
Soon I saw glitter
His other eye.
Dew fell then; dark scattered.
What it saw, men saw.
(answer: the moon and the sun)

A much more radical voice from the
same generation, Allen Ginsberg (no,
not Donald Ginsburg, an eighties con¬
nection, supreme court candidate with
marijuana experience) will read and
speak March 1 in the Olin Arts Center
Concert Hall. One of the leading mem¬
bers of the late 50’s, early 60’s beat
movement and the head of many politi¬
cal protests, he has always been counter¬
establishment.
Much of Ginsberg’s work stems from
experience of himself and of his friends
and fellow writers, such as Jack Kerouac, William S. Burroughs, and Neal
Cassady. His practice of Budhism is
another influence.
William Carlos Williams writes in his
introduction to Allen Ginsberg’s most
well-known poem, Howl, “He avoids
nothing but experiences it to the hilt.
He contains it. Claims it as his own—
and, we believe, laughs at it and has the
time and affrontery to love a fellow of
his choice and record that love in a wellmade poem.”
The poem is dedicated to Carl Solo¬
mon and stems right out of the experi¬
ence for the sake of experience beat
movement. The images are harsh and
shocking as is the experience.
From the first lines of the poem Gin¬
sberg writes, “I saw the best minds of
my generation destroyed by madness,
starving hysterical naked.” Through
his poetry, Allen Ginsberg explains an
unexplainable part of his generation.
In summation, Winter semester 1989
offers an intense variety in poetic vision,
available for all to appreciate.

Go against
the grain.
Cut down on salt.
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Friday
Bates Concert Series presents Trio Sonnerie acclaimed baroque
chamber ensemble 8:15 pm $8/$5 Olin Concert Hall
New England Country Dance: music by the Nashtones
8:30 pm $4 Chase Hall Lounge
Saturday
Concert: Bates College Chamber Orchestra
conducted by Prof. William Matthews 8 pm
free admission Olin Concert Hall
additional performance on Sunday at 2 pm
Triad: semi-formal dance sponsored by Afro-Am Society
featuring Reggae band Rocking Vibration, comic and
music videos and Skelton Lounge with “Good Sounds with
a message” Chase Hall
Friday - Sunday
Films: “Taxi Driver” Filmboard 7 pm
$1
“Rebecca” Renaissance Film 7 pm
$1
Monday
Bates College German Films presents “Christine F.”
8 pm free admission Frye St. Union
Wednesday
Concert: Metamora, folk/New Age trio sponsored by the
Freewill Folk Society; from the Windham Hill Label
8 pm $5/$3 Olin Concert Hall (786-6135)

y///////y////M/z

Matthews Conducts
Chamber Orchestra
by Anthony Miller

For those of you who might otherwise
sit in that dorm room and put on that
record or that tape in search of great
music, the Bates Chamber Orchestra
offers you an alternative. This week¬
end, the Bates Chamber Orchestra will
entertain and inspire with a program of
musical selections from Brahms, Ravel,
Milhaud, Rameau, and Mozart. This

Associate Professor of Music William
Matthews. Natalie Sheehan Photo.

program is the first of three concerts
which the orchestra will perform in the
1988-89 season.
The Chamber Orchestra at Bates is
comprised of forty-four musicians, both
students at Bates and members of the
Lewiston community. Associate Profes¬
sor of Music William Matthews, who
has conducted the orchestra for the last

Doit
out of respect
for the dead.
And the living.

ten years, has great praise for this year’s
group. “There has been steady im¬
provement in the orchestra for the last
few years. This year the orchestra is the
best that I’ve heard at Bates, ’ ’ maintains
Matthews. “We’re very excited about
it.”
A variety of musical styles will be rep¬
resented in this concert, which features
Johannes Brahms’“Academic Festival
Overture,’ his celebration of an honorary
degree given him by the University of
Breslau, Darius Milhaud’s La Creation
Du Monde {“The Creation of the World”),
arid W.A. Mozart’s Concerto in F Ma¬
jor. According to Matthews, “We try
to choose music which is diverse and
which will exploit our strengths.”
Milhaud’s La Creation Du Monde, for
example, is heavily influenced by the
French composer’s visit to Harlem in
the Twenties. “It’s an interesting ap¬
proach to Jazz,” says Orchestra trom¬
bonist Tom “Elbow” Harrison. “I en¬
joy it because it is a departure from what
I usually play.”
The appearance of three grand pianos
in the MozartF Major Concerto’is a
striking sight in the Olin Concert Hall.
Even more striking are the three pian¬
ists, all from different ends of the Bates
community: Mark Howard, Coordina¬
tor of the Olin Arts Center, Associate
Professor of Music James Parakilas and
senior Andrew Kaiser.
The Bates Chamber Orchestra will
play two concerts in the Concert Hall in
the Olin Arts Center, one at 8:00 pm on
Saturday, November 12 and again at
2:00 pm on November 13. The per¬
formances are absolutely free so there’s
no reason not to get out of the dorm
room and go over to Olin. Go ahead—
take in some terrific music.
THE AMERICAN HEART
ASSOCIATION
MEMORIAL PROGRAM.

WERE FIGHTING FOR
MOURLIFE

American Heart
Association
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Unique Clothing from India
Jewelry and Accessories from all over
the world
•

asiDine
Creat

Selection

of

ORPHAN MINES
96 COURT ST.

Tapestries

ANTIQUE & CURIO SHOP
TEL. 782-0638 AUBURN, ME.

675 Main St. Marketplace Mall Lewistonj

MON-SAT
SUN

CAR QUEST

IP*

10-5
NOON-5

20% DISCOUNT
STUDENTS

FOR BATES
Is there a collecter in the family?
Do your Christmas shopping early.
Get One of a kind gifts for that hard to buy for person.

REGGIE’S
AUTO SUPPLY

wide array of collectibles, art deco, nouveau, rhinestone
to estate jewelry, pierced earrings, clothing from the 1890s
to the 1950s and other fine things frbm the past

Open 7 days a week
516 Sabattus St.
784-7368
(at corner of Russell and Sabattus)

Flowers for any occasion
Plants for any spot

Voify/CurcAem. & Dtkner Spec/a/i
OPEN SEVEN DAYS
PHONE 784-4061

PHILIPPINE, CHINESE, JAPANESE, INDIAN,
THAILAND CUISINE AND VEGETARIAN DISHES
Takeout Available From Small Orders To Large Parties
• Win* Lltt Availabl* •

114 LISBON ST., LEWISTON

Mon.-Thur*. 11:30-9
Fri. & Sat. ’till 10

245 Center St. Auburn, Maine 04210

iYou can win a free meal in your fortune cookie

Let’s face it, amigos, any beer that needs a slice of lime to give it flavor can’t be
much of a beer. Discover Calgary Amber Lager... Its rich, i mported taste is
hearty and robust. Try it the next time you order beer, and hold the lime.

Calgary Amber Lager. Join the stampede.

rA T-Shirt offer that's not for suckers.
Please send me the following Calgary T-Shirts:
Quantity

Size

Price

_M _1. _XI.

38.00 ca.

•All Penn, residents add 6%'sales tax.
All prices effective through January ) 1.
1989. Void where prohibited.

Total

Tax*
TOTAL

(PLEASE PRIM)
Name _
Address.
City _

_ Phone_

Payment D Check D Money Order Ld VISA D MasterCard D American Express

Mail to: Gold Medal Sportswear, Calgary T-Shirt Offer,
lOll Cedar Avenue, Croydon, PA 19020

card #_

Imprirtedby Century Importers Inc ., Baltimore. Maryland

Signature

--— -:--

.-y Exp,Date
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FOCUS: AFRO-AMERICAN STUDIES

Afro-Am Society Starts Push for New Program
By Richard Samuelson
The present movement on campus for
an Alro-American Studies program
comes from the Bates Afro-American
Society’s push to get the administration
to formally consider a program that
would allow students to concentrate or
create an interdisciplinary major in Af¬
ro-American studies.
In the past students have occasionally
held meetings with the Dean of Faculty’s
office about the possibility of increasing
minority studies but no formal adminis¬
trative action has been taken. “This

year has been the strongest effort I’ve
seen on the part of students, especially
(by the) Afro-American society,” said
Assistant Dean of Students James Re¬
ese, who has been at Bates since 1977.
Reese pointed out the three paths an
Afro-Am Studies program could take:
emphasis of Black influences within
courses currently taught; an Afro-Amer¬
ican Department offering interdiscipli¬
nary courses; or Afro-American courses
created within individual departments.
The Afro-Am Society is attempting to
get the latter of these options established
at Bates.

They would like to see courses on Af¬
ro-American contributions to society to
be offered in the History, Music, Art,
Theatre, English, and Political Science
Departments. Mark May ’90, Afro-Am
Society president, emphasized that they
are not looking for something of the
magnitude of a major or a department,
but just something that is more than just
a cluster. “To have a major we feel
would be kind of self-defeatist, because
an Afro-American major here at Bates
would only teach the essentials and, in a
sense, would not stress the basic funda¬
mentals of teaching courses side by side
one another,” May said. An example of
this he gave is learning Afro-American

“This year has been the strong¬
est effort I’ve seen on the part
of students, especially (by the)
Afro-American society.”

Lee Leak '89, Mark May '90 and Sadassa Hayes '90 at work to get an Afro-Am studies pro¬
gram approved. Rachel Berger photo.

history along side European History.
“We are not trying to isolate and we
are not trying to alienate Afro-American
studies from the core curriculum at
Bates,” May stressed.
The organization has a three-step
plan to gain support for their proposed
program. The first part of the plan ac¬
cording to May is to inform the campus
“why we feel an African studies pro¬
gram is important to Bates.”
This informative stage started last
week with signs being posted around the
campus. The largest sign, outside of

Chase Hall, points out that many
schools ranging from Amherst to Wes¬
leyan College have an Afro-Am Studies
program. It asks “Why don’t we?”
Those in the organization feel that
these posters have served their purpose.
“People take a look at the signs and
think about it,” May said.
Afro-Am’s informative program will
continue this week with the group plan¬
ning to put fliers on the tables in Com¬
mons addressing students concerns and
questions over the issue of having an Af¬
ro-Am Studies program.
The second part of the plan is inform¬
ing all of the faculty and administration
of the need and goals of the proposed
program. To this end, they have sent
letters to all of the members of the fac¬
ulty, the Trusties, and the President of
the College, explaining their proposal.
The third part of the program in¬
volves having various lectures and dis¬
cussion groups addressing issues rele¬
vant to Afro-Am studies. The first of
these lectures and discussions began on
Sunday of this week with Rev. Daphne
Wiggen’s talk on “Racism in Higher
Education.”

HU
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Faculty Explain Hurdles for Afro-Am
by Tim Walsh
A number of Bates’ faculty members
clearly support a greater emphasis on
minority studies. Many, however, see
problems of finance and faculty size in¬
hibiting such expansion of academic
focus.
Some courses dealing with AfroAmerican and women’s studies are cur¬
rently dispersed throughout several de¬
partments. However, Carole Taylor, as¬
sociate professor of English, said she
finds the present curriculum fails to ade¬
quately address such subjects. —
Professor Anne Lee, English depart¬
ment chair, also affirms the need for a

better minority studies programs. “Af¬
ro-American studies, women’s studies,
and Classics are examples of inter-disci¬
plinary topics that are important and
need to be encouraged. I think the col¬
lege should support those studies by al¬
lowing department members to teach
them,” she said.
Presently, Bates lacks the personnel to
create such a program. Taylor said the
introduction of specialized courses into
the present system would overburden
the faculty. “The problem with these
inter-diciplinary things is that they take
a lot of work which the existing faculty
has to take on,” Taylor said.
Lee said she considers such recruit¬

ment of minority faculty members cru¬
cial in establishing minority programs at
Bates. The English department has tried
in the past to recruit minority professors
but its success has been minimal.
The financial realities that exist to cre¬
ate a new academic discipline at Bates
hinder the implementation of minority
study programs. James Reese, assistant
dean of students and coordinator of mi¬
nority and international students re¬
marked,
“funding of any new department re¬
quires a substantial amount of money.
The college has to plan on raising that
money while at the same time there are

■ SEE FACULTY PAGE 12

Afro-Am Studies Offered at
Bowdoin and Colby Since the Late 60’s

Afro-Am's banner in front of Chase Hall asks the Bates commi
studies program. Colin Browning photo.

by

Dan

Record

While several Bates students are just
now beginning to put pressure on the
Bates Administration to develop a Black
Studies program here, elsewhere stu¬
dents have already succeeded in their
quest for such a program.
Many colleges, including Trinity,
Smith, Hamilton, Amherst, Williams,
Wesleyan, and Oberlin have Black
Studies programs in their curriculum.
In fact, both Bowdoin and Colby, Bates’
rivals in Maine, have had Black Studies
since the late 1960’s.

Bowdoin College
Bowdoin College’s Afro-American
Studies Program began in 1968 and the
college is now in the midst of celebrating
the 20th anniversary of the program.
The Bowdoin College Catalogue describes
the program as, “designed to bring the
scholarly approaches and perspectives of
several traditional disciplines to bear on
an understanding of black life.”
According to Bowdoin’s .Associate
Professor of Anthropology Lynn Bolls,

program director, the Afro-Am Studies
Program is very popular among Bow¬
doin students, “to the point of being too
popular,” in some cases she said.
During an average semester six AfroAm courses are offered. “We have any¬
where from 300 to 400 students taking
our courses,” she added.
A majority of the Black Studies
courses are taken simply as electives or
as part of a requirement in particular
majors—Sociology or Anthropology for
example—but some students do choose
Afro-American Studies as their actual
major.
The number of students who decide to
major in the program ranges from year
to year according to Bolls. In 1986 three
students graduated from the program,
while at present there are seven program
majors.
Bolls considers the Afro-American
Studies Program to be quite effective. It
began as a student and faculty initiated
program which now has developed into,
“a successful model.”
Among its
credits is the drawing of many black fac¬
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ulty who otherwise may not have been
interested in Bowdoin.
The program, however, did not
emerge overnight. “We have worked
very hard,” Bolls said.

Colby College
Colby College’s Afro-Am Studies
program is very similar to Bowdoin’s ex-

During an average semester six
Afro-Am courses are offered.
“We have anywhere from 300
to 400 students taking our
courses.”

cept it is “a program, not a major,”
Program Director Cheryl Gilkes said.
Students may get a secondary concen¬
tration in Black Studies.
Serious discussion about a Afro-Am
Studies program began at Colby in 1969
with the formation of a program soon af¬
terwards. Student interest in the pro¬

gram, “can vary,” according to Gilkes,
but overall course attendance is very
high.
One indication of the popularity in
the Afro-Am Studies Program, notes
Gilkes, is that, “the courses (in the pro¬
gram) run, and they run repeatedly.”
The key to the success of the Colby
program has been the interest of the fac¬
ulty in developing the program and the
courses to go along with the program.
“We don’t have a (specific) faculty,”
noted Gilkes, “(but) members in the
program (from various academic depart¬
ments) will offer courses that relate to
the area of black studies.”
One of the core classes, Black Culture
In America, is offered each semester,
with several other courses offered as sup¬
plements.
Gilkes does not believe that minority
students or faculty have been attracted
to Colby because of the Afro-Am Stud¬
ies program, but rather the it has pro¬
spered due to a “curiosity” among
Colby faculty and students toward Black
culture and the Black experience.

FOCUS: AFRO-AMERICAN STUDIES

Marcus Bruce Is Only
Black Professor in the
Tenure Track
by Tim Mahoney
Bates has never had many Black pro¬
fessors. Presently only three Black pro¬
fessors are part of the faculty. Of those
three only Marcus Bruce, religion in¬
structor, is on the tenure track. While
Leslie Hill-Davidson, political science
instructor, is here just this semester.
“I felt I could fulfill a need here,”
said Bruce, a member of the class of
1977. A graduate of Yale Divinity
School, he said he had thought about
coming back to Bates for quite a while.
‘‘It’s demanding at times, but all in all
it’s been what I expected.”
Although he was somewhat apprehen¬
sive about teaching with his former pro¬
fessors, Bruce says that “coming back to
Bates was like coming home. My col¬
leagues have been really supportive.”
Bruce, however, is disappointed that
the college has not made more progress
in attracting more minority faculty.
When he was a student at Bates he tried

lent Poll
ifro-American Studies Program?
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to push for some type of Afro-Am Stud¬
ies program and succeeded in getting the
college to hire a minority faculty
membe i tor a year.
Yet, he believes Bates has accom¬
plished a great deal in recruiting female
faculty members in the past 10 to 15
years, and hopes the same can be done
to increase the number of minority pro¬
fessors.
“I know there are individuals here
who want this to occur, and I’m cau¬
tiously optimistic. I think Bates is a part
of the future; there are things iwe can do
here that can’t be done elsewhere.”
Bruce cites the college’s long standing
emphasis on community and its willing¬
ness to. entertain new ideas as reasons for
optimism.
Bruce is in favor of both Afro-Ameri¬
can and Women’s studies programs at
Bates. However, he has a greater inter¬
est in American studies. Putting money
into a program that crosses disciplinary
lines, and allows for the study of diver¬
sity of race, gender, class, ethnicity, and
sexual orientation would he believes
greatly benefit the college.
“I think that American studies offers
a good compromise,” Bruce said. He
acknowledges that some people might
disagree with him, but he believes that
it’s necessary to be realistic. “American
studies isn’t overly specialized, and it
could serve as a spring board to other
programs or, if necessary, stand on its
own. ’ ’

■ SEE BRUCE, PAGE 12

Marcus Bruce '77, instructor in religion. Steve Peters photo.

Questions on Afro-Am Studies?

Bates community to think about instituting an Afro-Am

The discussion of the addition of AfroAmerican studies is usually directed into
several interesting veins or questions.
There are questions as to why Bates does
not have a program when many other
colleges and universities do. There are
questions as to what form or model a
new program of studies should take.
Should there be an addition of courses
to several departments or should there
be a concentration of courses which form
a department? Will the inclusion of
Afro-American studies be considered as
a regular part of the curriculum or as
something other than that? Will many
students take part in the study in this

area and will only a few? In either case
why? Where do ethnic and minority
studies figure into the study of Western
Tradition? Is there room for additional
studies in the curriculum, and what will
any additional studies do for us that the

James Reese
current or traditional studies do not already do for us? How will all of this be
funded, and who is going to teach these
new courses?
Each question alone can summon up

lengthy debates centered around the
hows, and whens, the how muches, and
the etcs. The result of these debates after
trying to answer all of these questions is
that we continue to go days, months,
and years without any new topics or
subjects in place. So nothing is gained
because of the impossibility to study
groups and ideas that have played, are
playing, and will play a viable, active
role everyday in our lives. Stepping back
from it all, one realizes that one can go
through junior high, high school, and
college without any exposure to any top¬
ics on or from the perspective of any mi-

■ SEE ANALYSIS, PAGE 12

Students’ “Mis-Education” Points to the Need
for an Afro-American Studies Program
I have received mixed reaction from
members of the student body concerning
the signs and posters put up as part of
the Afro-American Society effort to in¬
form the college why a studies program
is needed here.
The positive reaction from students is
always great to see and hear, but I would
like to share with you some of the nega¬
tive comments that I and others have re¬
ceived over the visual displays on
campus.
“Oh My God, we are going back to
the 60’s!” or “There Is Going To Be A
Riot on Campus!” and “Oh No Please
Don’t Tell Me There is Going To Be A
Racial War!” It is ironic that as soon as
Afro-Am puts up posters and sheets with
no intention of organized protest or
demonstration that “a grave concern
arises within the college community”.
Very few people if any at all were
concerned with the fact that the New

World Coalition held a demonstration
rally to protest the presence of the CIA
on campus last week. Very few people
are concerned with the Movement’s
posters and demonstrations.
Yet, as
soon as some students see posters and
sheets designed by Afro-Am, it’s “All
Over!”

Mark May
Some students have become fearful of
what may happen. This fear or uneasi¬
ness may be attributed to what scholars
call the “Mis-education In Our School
Systems”. Students who were “corre¬
ctly” taught Afro-American History or
Black History if you prefer, would know
that the 60’s and early 70’s was a time
of civil unrest. Three of our nation’s

greatest leaders were assassinated, only
one of them was black. There was also
Vietnam and other controversial issues
that provided turmoil for all, and not
just for blacks.

“Oh My God, we are going
back to the 60’s!” or “There Is
Going To Be A Riot on Cam¬
pus!” and “Oh No Please
Don’t Tell Me There is Going
To Be A Racial War!”

Any .student who was “correctly”
taught Black History would know about
the “non-violent” resistance and the
“love, not hate” doctrine of Dr. Martin
Luther King. Any student who was
“correctly” taught Black History would
know that the riots of the 60’s and 70 ’s

were more an issue of class than race.
But these basic and fundamental con¬
cepts are not taught in our educational
school systems. If Bates’ aim is to pre¬
pare Individuals intellectually, person¬
ally, and socially for the real world, it
must try to properly educate its students
and attempt to reverse the distorted per¬
ceptions that many have about what
happened during a very important part
of American History.
Black History does not begin with
slavery nor does it end with the culmina¬
tion of the Civil Rights Movement. It is
not something that- could be taught in
just one history course nor could it be
taught in just one field. History, political
science, english, music, art, and theatre
are some disciplines that encompass a
wide spectrum in the field of Afro-Amer¬
ican Studies. This is something that
would benefit “all”, not just black stu¬
dents.
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FOCUS: AFRO-AMERICAN STUDIES

Afro-Am Feels Only Hurdle is Administration
by Lisa Katherine Reisz
While talk of establishing an AfroAmerican Studies program at Bates has
been around for at least 10 years, no real
administrative steps have been yet taken
to establish one. Part of the reason for
this lies mainly in the difficulty in bring¬
ing in any new program to the Bates
curriculum.
In order to bring about any new pro¬
gram there must first be a demonstrated
demand for it in the Bates community.
Then questions of funding and specifics
about the courses and professors who
would teach them need to be addressed.
Presently, Mark May ’90, AfroAmerican Society president, feels that all
of these obstacles can be overcome but
he said that the main blockage is in the
Administration. May pointed to the
fact that the group Equality in the Cur¬
riculum proposed to the Bates Education
Policy Committee that Bates should for¬
mally explore the possibility of imple¬
menting
Women’s
and
Minority
Studies.
At the suggestion of those in Equality
in the Curriculum the administration
chose to hire two female evaluators to
come to Bates to evaluate the possibilit¬
ies for setting up a Women’s Studies
program at Bates. It was decided to do
this rather than hiring evaluators to
study the possibilities for both Minority
and Women’s Studies.
May said that the administration does
not want to handle possibly adopting
two new programs (minority studies and
women’s studies) at the Same time. He
also noted that if the administration was
sympathetic a program would have been
established a long time ago. Bowdoin
and Colby Colleges have had AfroAmerican Studies programs since the
late ’60s.

Assistant Dean of Students and Coor¬
dinator of Minority and International
Students James Reese explained that de¬
mand on the part of students and faculty
for Afro-American Studies has not
reached the.ears of the Dean of Faculty,
the President, or even all the faculty.

Yet students had to be turned
away this semester from Politi¬
cal Science Instructor Leslie
Hill-Davidson’s course Black
Women in the Americas . Both
Reese and May point to this as
an indication of the student de¬
mand that exists for courses in
an Afro-American Studies pro¬
gram.
-- -

■ BRUCE, FROM PAGE 10

“American studies isn’t overly
specialized, and it could serve
as a spring board to other pro¬
grams or, if necessary, stand on
its own.”
Recognizing something different from
the mainstream encourages the freedom
to be different.”
When asked if this type of program
would attract minorities, Bruce replied:

“Yes, I think this would send a message
to scholars and students that Bates is in¬
clusive in its curriculum, that many cul¬
tures and histories are addressed. It
would encourage people to feel a part of
the community.”
All in all, Marcus Bruce feels Bates is
doing better than it was when he gradu¬
ate in 1977. However, he acknowledges
that alot of work needs to be done in
terms of recruiting minority faculty and
students.
The transition period as Bates finds a
new president is exciting for Bruce. “As
we reevaluate the college and its goals
and ideals, I think that among the prior¬
ities should be_more'minority recruit¬
ment . and new programs, especially
American studies. A lot of work needs to
be done.”

Afro-American Studies?
■ ANALYSIS, FROM PAGE 11
nority groups. Students quite often don’t
even have a teacher from a minority
group. Many people tell me this all of
the time. This lack of exposure does not
fulfill the fullest circle of education that
we all probably feel we should be trying
to achieve, here or anywhere else. Plus,
there are other cultures and literatures
that we actively seek and learn from im¬
mensely.
The risks include thafi without study
of cultures and peoples, the educated are
left clueless in some areas. Ongoing par¬
ticipation by minority groups within pe¬
riods of history and current existence are

departments which already receive col¬
lege funding for professors’ salaries.
However, Afro-Am would like to see
new professors hired in the History,
Music, Art, Theatre, English, and Polit¬
ical Science Departments
who have
expertise, although not necessarily a
concentration, in black studies. Reese
pointed out a further obstacle that a
strategy would need to be developed to
attract such professors to Bates.
Further, since it takes a long time to
implement any new program, he said
that the easiest way to provide more Afro-Am studies emphasis within the cur¬
riculum would be to hire more faculty
from minority groups who could offer a
minority perspective within the courses
they taught.

1

He pointed out that the first step in im¬
plementing a new program at Bates al¬
ways is getting a voted approval from
the faculty.
Yet students had to be turned away
this semester from Political Science In¬
structor Leslie Hill-Davidson’s course
Black Women in the Americas. Both Reese
and May point to this as an indication
of the student demand that exists for
courses in an Afro-American Studies
program.
May also pointed out that the number
of non-minority students who wanted to
take the course far outnumbered the
number of minority students. “(This
seems to) defeat the argument that some
students hold that Afro-American stud¬
ies courses would just be for blacks,” he
said.
“We don’t only want to increase
black studies,” Reese commented. Afro-Am fully supports other women and
minority groups on campus trying to

Bruce Proposes An
American Studies
Bruce believes that for any program
to be successful, it must attract a wide
range of ideas and viewpoints. “The
point of American studies, or AfroAmerican and Women’s studies, is to
help make all of us~ better informed.

also get their own course offerings.
Some students have expressed the fear
that if all of these programs are imple¬
mented some other current programs
will be sacrificed. May replied, “by im¬
plementing an Afro-American studies
program we are not frying to remove
any of the other courses or programs
that are being taught here at Bates.”
May said that he found the adminis¬
tration’s
unwillingness
to
provide
money, rather than an actual lack of
money, to be the financial obstacle AfroAm faces. He believes that in the past
when special projects or programs have
arisen the question of money has not
been a problem. The resources, May be¬
lieves, were always scraped together. In
addition he pointed out that under AfroAm’s proposal money would be going to

continually explained away with so
much rumor, gossip, and myth. Did not
the election just completed suggest that
in the specific example of the furlough
release program and what that really
meant to the American Society? I hope
we can get beyond this kind of question,
and all of the questions above with the
future possibilities of more studies of
ethnic and minority groups. We should
try to work to ensure that Bates tries to
be a continuing participant in this edu¬
cational goal.
James Reese is the Associate Dean of Stu¬
dents and Coordinator of Minority and Inter¬
national Students.
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Hurdles for Program
■ FACULTY,

FROM PAGE 10

many other ideas competing for those
funds.”
Dean Reese also pointed to the fact
that new programs take years to de¬
velop. The proposed Classics major, for
example, has been an issue for well over
a decade. Even if approved this year, the
program would not begin until 1994.
As an alternative to academic depart¬
ments centered around race and gender
studies, Professor John Cole, history de¬
partment chair, stresses that these sub¬
jects are better addressed when incorpo¬
rated into broader studies.
“Such
themes are better taught inclusively than
exclusively. In other words, it is better
to include references to minority issues
in mainline programs rather than set up
separate programs,” he said.
Professor Cole pointed to history
course offerings such as “The Negro in
America,” “Black America in the
Twentieth Century,” and “Women in
European History” which pay special
attention to the role of Afro-Americans
and women in Western history.
Lee said she believes that the creating
of minority studies programs requires
support not just from minority students
but from a larger segment of the Bates
population.
“The interest must not come from
minority students alone but from white
students as well. By that I mean that

they have to understand that these pro¬
grams are important for all students,”
she said.
Student support, according to Dean
Reese, should be directed toward faculty
members because it is the faculty that

“The interest must not come
from minority students alone
but from white students as well.
By that I mean that they have
to understand that these pro¬
grams are important for all stu¬
dents.”
most effectively influences administra¬
tive policies.
“The faculty is the guiding body of
the school. The faculty states the direc¬
tion in which the college should proceed.
That is why it is important to approach
the faculty because they are making de¬
cisions on how the school should oper¬
ate,” Reese stated.
However, according to Lee, the
power of the faculty to change and create
programs is limited to a vote of support.
The administration is ultimately respon¬
sible for such decisions.
“The faculty has no power (to create
a minority program). The purpose of a/
vote would be to send a strong message
of support to the administration,” she
said.
.—
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MOST VALUABLE POSSESSION.
PASS IT ON.

Of all the riches you could leave to your family, the most
precious is the gift of life. Your bequest to the American
Heart Association assures that priceless legacy by supporting
research into heart disease prevention.
To learn more about the Planned Giving Program, call us
today. It’s the first step in making a memory that lasts beyond
a lifetime.
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THIS MBA
PROGRAM
GOULD BRING
YOU TO
YOUR KNEES.

If you're going to pursue
an MBA that gives you “real
world” experience, consider a
program that really offers you
the world.
Babson MBA students have
a unique opportunity to work
in other countries, with some
of the world’s leading business
organizations. (Audi AG, the
Australian Trade Commis¬
sion, Lego A/S, and Union
Bank of Switzerland to name
just a few.)

This special internship pro¬
gram is part of an overall con¬
centration in international
business that’s available at
Babson. And it could prove to
be invaluable experience for
your career.
Because today, corporations
everywhere are taking a global
point-of-view.
For more information about
the Babson International MBA
Program, just mail the coupon,
or call us at 617-239-4317.
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Babson College
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Wellesley, MA 02157
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KEENAN AUCTION COMPANY’S

Thursday, Friday, Saturday, Sunday
November 10-13,1988
Lewiston Armory
65 Central Avenue
OVER TWO MILLION DOLLARS OF MERCHANDISE!! Fantastic savings on brand-new, name-brand
alpine and cross-country equipment, clothing and accessories. The majority of the items are 40% - 60% OFF.
Due to the drastic markdowns, we do not advertise brand names, but you will find some of the most famous names
in the ski industry represented!

1989 EXPO Specials

Ski Clothing & Accessories
Reg.
Retail

Vacuum Skis — Ultra High
Performance
Reg, $425
EXPO PRICE $199
Priced Below Dealer Cost!!

Adult Ski Bibs
Men's Extra Size Ski Bibs
Children's/Toddlers' Bibs
Men's & Ladies' Parkas
Children's/Toddlers' Fleece
Jackets
Children's Parkas
Toddlers' Parkas
Children's/Toddlers' Bib &
Jacket Sets
Men's & Ladies' 1-pc. Suits
Youth Stretch Pants
Adult Stretch Pants
Adult Racer Stretch Bibs
Adult Insulated Pants
Unisex Neon Shells
Unisex Neon Pants
Adult Ski Sweaters
Children's Ski Sweaters
Adult Wind Anaraks & Shells
Adult Wind Pants
Youth Wind Pants
Adu It Goretex/Entrant Shells
and Jackets
Adult Goretex/Entrant Pants
Adult Fleece Sweats
Adult T-Necks
Children's T-Necks
Hats, Headbands,
Neck-Ups, Handwarmers,
Thermal Socks
Gloves & Mittens
Gaiters
Single Ski Bags
Double Ski Bags
Fanny Packs
Hip Packs
Boot Bags
Goggles
Junior Goggles
Junior Ski Poles
Adult Ski Poles
Sunglasses

Alpine Skis
Over 2000 pairs for all levels
of skiers — Vi PRICE

Super G’s
Reg $325

EXPO PRICE $99

Special Close Out Rack
Several Manufacturers
Alpine Skis
Reg, $250-350
EXPO PRICE $79

This Season’s Ski Lines
Salesman’s Sample Lines from
European and domestic manu¬
facturers.
Expo Priced 40%-60% OFF
Regular Retail Prices.

Adult Irregular Polar Treds
After Ski Boots
Reg. Retail $30

Our Price $10
BIC Ski Sport Rack
$59*
"A coupon for a Bic Sail Board Conversion Kit is FREE
with every rack purchase,

Company

From $25
$40
From $15
From $35
$10-12

40-75
30-60
50-100

From $20
From $16
$26 & up

145-300
100
90-250
140-200
50-80
55
70
50-175
25-50
45-110
40-50
40
120-210

$80 & up
$49
From $68
$89 & $99
$35 & up
$40
$46
From $30
From $15
From $28
$24
$20
From $69

140-165
25-120
16
12-15
5-50

$70 & up
From $15

$8
$6
$2 & up

Reg.
Retail

$16
$20
$7.50
$5
$20
$12-25
Vi price
Vi price
Vi price
From $5

EXPO
PRICE

$325
$249*
395
299*
409
319*
439
329*
499
379*
'Includes soft binding. For hard bindings add $40.
$340

Junior Program
Skis
Bindings
Poles
Mounting & Waxing
Recreational Package
Skis
Bindings
Poles
Mounting & Waxing
Sport Package
Skis
Bindings
Poles
Mounting & Waxing
Intermediate Package
Skis
Bindings
Poles
Mounting & Waxing
Expert Package
Competition Skis
Bindings
Mountinq & Waxinq

$ 95
95

20
30
$240

,
$109/$119

$245
110
30
30
$415

$169

$270
110
30
30
$440

$219

$345
125
32
30
$532

$239

$375
150
30
$555

$219

$249

Our packages offer mounting your newly purchased
skis and bindings. To have bindings installed on the
skis, you must have din rated (7880) boots in good
condition available for our ski technicians.

^When you purchase an
Alpine package, Keenan
Auction Company will
donate $5.00 in your
Cl1 Special
name to Maine Special
Olympics
Olympics. This donation
will help to send 16 of Maine's Special Olympic
athletes to compete in the International Winter
Special Olympics to be held April 1-8.

X-C Ski Package
Reg.
Retail

EXPO
PRICE

Adult X-C Package
$159
$79
Children's X-C Package
149
75
Jr. Child's X-C Package
139
69
X-C packages include skis, boots, poles, bindings,
and mounting.
Special Jr. X-C ski (90cm) for $55 (X-C boot not
required)

Thursday 4 P.M. - 8 P.M.
Friday 10 A.M. - 8 P.M.
Saturday 9 A.M. - 5 P.M.
Sunday 10 A.M. - 3 P.M.
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EXPO
PRICE

$8

Kid - 135cm
Radical - 150cm
Pro Slalom - 162cm
Vario - 165cm
Derby - 175cm

Alpina Snowboard Boot

Reg.
Retail

$9 & up

Funky Snowboards

SPECIAL OFFER.

Keenan

$45-100
80
30-50
50-300
40

15-60
15
32
40
15
10
40
20-40
12
20
30
20-40

Alpine Ski Packages*

EXPO
PRICE

NEWS

Dormitories Inspected Weekly for Damage
All Semester Long
COST OF DAMAGE

DORM

by Sean Andrews
Dorm damage is not a petty expense
for many residents of Bates College. On
the basis of figures from the 1987-88 fis¬
cal year, dorm damage totaling
$57,173,84 was accumulated by the en¬
tire campus.
For a single residence the highest
dorm damage bill was $5,118.91 paid by
Roger Williams Hall. On the individual
level the highest bills were $116.14, paid
by each of the residents of Miliken
House.
According to Dean of Students Steve
Sawyer, most dorm damage is attribut¬
able to alcohol. He views this as the re¬
sult of students drinking one way at the
Blue Goose, while drinking in a more
reckless manner at campus parties.
Sawyer finds “two weak links” that fa-'
cilitate the actions of dorm vandals.

For a single residence the high¬
est dorm damage bill was
$5,118.91 paid by Roger Wil¬
liams Hall. On the individual
level the highest bills were
$116.14, paid by each of the
residents of Miliken House.
These two factors are the lack of peer
pressure in hindering vandalism and the
ability of many students to simply pass
the dorm damage bill on to parents.
Susan Perry is the person in adminis¬
tration who is in charge of dorm dam¬
age. She functions both in the assess¬
ment of dorm damage and the compila¬
tion of resulting bills. Once a week
Perry inspects all residences for in¬
stances of dorm damage. If a residence
has a party or vandalism problem she
will inspect it a second time during that
week. Taking note of any damage, she
proceeds to issue work slips to different
maintenance departments for its repair.

Work slips are then sent back to Perry
with the cost of labor or materials
needed to make the repairs. Pay rates
for carpenters come to $13.90 per hour,
while electricians and masons receive
$16.00 an hour for their services.

On the basis of figures from the
1987-88 fiscal year, dorm dam¬
age totaling $57,173.84 was ac¬
cumulated
by
the
entire
campus.
Dorm damage bills are passed on to
the house council representing the dorm
or house where the repairs were made.
It becomes the dorm damage represen¬
tative’s responsibility to uncover vandals
who committed the damage.
If a dorm damage representative dis¬
covers an individual responsible for the
destruction, the dorm is no longer-re¬
sponsible for the bill. The bill for the
damage is reissued to the responsible in¬
dividual, with an additional $75 charge
in the case of life-safety violations.
These violations entail the misuse of
safety equipment such as fire extinguish¬
ers and alarms.
If a culprit is not discovered, the bill
for the damage is added on to the dorm
or house’s account. This account is tab¬
ulated quarterly by Perry, and divided
up individually according to the system
decided upon by the residents at the be¬
ginning of the' year. .
Perry stresses that dorm damage rep¬
resentatives have ample time to protest
questionable bills. She allows them a
week after the closing of quarterly ac¬
counts to protest any such debits. After
that it becomes essentially impossible to
change the closed accounts.
Dean Sawyer would like to see dorm
damage “taken care of in the students’
domain.” With students carrying the
burden of dorm damage they did not
commit it is a “situation in which every¬
one ends up paying.”

Roger Williams Hall
Pierce House
Milliken House
Rand Hall
Page Hall
First Floor
Second Floor
Third Floor
Fourth Floor
Wentworth Adams Hall
First Floor
Second Floor
Third Floor
Fourth Floor
Chase House
Smith (All)
*Just Smith Middle
John Bertram Hall
Ground Floor
First Floor
Second Floor
Third Floor
Hedge Hall
Frye House
Smith North
Small House
Parker Hall
First Floor
Second Floor
Third Floor
Fourth Floor
Herrick House
Turner House
Unit One
Unit Two
Unit Three
Unit Four
Unit Five
Wilson House
Clason House
Mitchell House
Smith South
Cheney House
Moulton House
Webb House
Parsons House
Hacker House
Hayes House
Davis House
Clapp House
Whittier House
Holmes House
Wood Street House
Stillman House
Howard House

$5,118.91
$4,103.02
$3,840.59
$2,732.38
$2,443.87

INDIVIDUAL BILL
$36.76
$72.45
$116.14
$21.57

$15.16
$20.76
$11.85
$5.03
$2,278.63

$1,808.31
$1,433.05
$1,403.57
$1,290.23

$931.72
$926.96
$907.26
$835.45
$518.90

$504.73
$485.31

$450.59
$420.67
$392.23
$338.01
$257.71
$222.87
$180.45
$173.61
$146.62
$116.51
$113.80
$81.25
$57.94
$37.82
$31.96
$30.30
$19.95

$20.33
$10.70
$9.75
$12.44
$95.98
$25.51
$10.77
$4.62
$15.37
$9.91
$10.94
$18.30
$15.88
$10.53
$1.83
$1.83
$2.88
$1.83
$35.05
$6.44
$6.44
$6.44
$16.30
$6.44
$20.01
$9.57
$21.81
$9.10
$5.18
$10.68
$6.14
$6.89
$6.55
$5.06

$.93
$.77
$3.30
$2.81
$.53

Poland’s Political Crisis Demands Compromise
■ POLAND, FROM PAGE 3
and given more autonomy to private
producers. They have also encouraged
enterprises to reorient production to¬
wards export markets in order to im¬
prove the country’s debt- servicing capa¬
bility.
p
Political reforms have focused upon
increasing the importance of the Sejm,
the Polish Parliament, and allowing
voters to choose between two or more
(PUWP-selected) candidates for most
seats in the Sejm and local governments.
These changes have not been without
effect: the Polish economy has experi¬
enced a partial recovery since 1982, and
more criticism of the government is per¬
mitted in the official press than had
been the case previously.'
Although, prior to this summer, the
government prevented Solidarity from
playing a significant role in the coun¬
try’s politics, it was unable to prevent
the appearance of numerous under¬
ground publishing houses and political
groups devoted to such issues as Polish
independence from the Soviet Union,
nuclear disarmament, and environmen¬
tal protection.
Nonetheless, these changes have
failed to satisfy Polish society’s material
and political aspirations. Despite the

post- 1982 economic recovery, per-capita consumption may not reach 1978
levels Until the 21st century. Rapid pop¬
ulation growth has strained the coun¬
try’s health-care, social-services and
transportation infrastructures; environ¬
mental damage is a much more serious
problem than was the case in 1980.

BCFs Program
Examining Poland
November 11th through 13th. the
movie Far From Poland will be shown by
Bates College Imperialists in conjunc¬
tion with the Rhetoric Department in
Olin 104, at 7 p.rn.
November 14th, Benjamin Slay, eco¬
nomics instructor, and James Hitcher,
political science instructor, will speak
about the current developments in Po¬
land, Ohn 104, at 7:30 p.m.
November 17th, A panel will discuss
the current Polish situation in the Olin
Concert Hall at 7:30 p.m. The panel
will include Andrew Kozminski, the first
elected dean in Poland from the Man¬
agement School of Warsaw University;
and Robert Rzadca, Fnlbright Scholar
at Harvard University and assistant pro¬
fessor at Warsaw University.

Prospects for the Future
The developments of August, 1988
show that Poland had come a full circle
since 1980: after years of denying that
Solidarity (and the democratic ideas it
represents) was a part of the solution to
the country’s problems, this summer’s
strikes forced the government to admit
that the road out of economic ruin leads
through compromise and cooperation,
not confrontation.
Significant increases in Poland’s ex¬
ports are required both to service the
foreign debt (currently around $40 bil¬
lion) and to finance the imports from
Western countries necessary to modern¬
ize the Polish economy.
Increases in exports and moderniza¬
tion can, in the short run, only come
at the expense of reduced consumption,
which means that Polish workers and
consumers will have to tighten their
belts further. Restructuring Polish in¬
dustry is also necessary in order to de¬

Volunteer.
American Heart
Association

velop modern manufacturing and agri¬
cultural sectors, and to reduce the extent
of environmental devastation. These
steps will inevitably require closing ob¬
solete factories, bankrupting unprofit¬
able state enterprises, and introducing
unemployment.
Polish workers will never accept these
Thatcheresque policies if carried out by
the PUWP, but they might accept them
if their leaders (i.e. Walesa and Solidar¬
ity) are allowed to join the government
and provide some guarantee that their
belt- tightening will not go for naught.
Ideally, the PUWP and Solidarity
would agree to a social contract through
which the Polish working class would
trade reductions in real wages for a
share of political power in a more demo¬
cratic political system, as well as a set of
economic reforms that offer some long¬
term hopes for improving the country’s
economic situation. There is still some
hope that this will be the road taken.
THE AMERICAN HEART
ASSOCIATION
MEMORIAL PROGRAM.
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Cooperation Can Solve
We may not always be aware of it, but black culture is underappre¬
ciated in the curriculum at Bates. Important works by black compos¬
ers, artists, authors and scientists are largely ignored here, and white
culture dominates our studies.
Bates’ curriculum is based largely around a canon of “classics” of
Western literature—a canon of works that were largely written by
individuals who have become colloquially known as “great white
men”. The current groundswell for Afro-American studies seeks to
question the validity of studying these sorts of works to the exclusion
of others.
As with any such proposal, much bitter controversy has arisen
around these issues. The opposition to the proposal ranges from the
benign to the racist. At the extreme end are those students who are
afraid of Afro-American studies. Some have even gone so far as to
say that they fear militant black violence in support of the proposal.
Clearly these views do not deserve to be graced by rebuttal.
However, there are others who voice the legitimate concern that an
Afro-American studies program would, at a small school like Bates,
squeeze out more important Western classics from the curriculum.
This objection, however, seems to miss the point. No one claims that
works by black authors and artists should be studied at the expense
of important works by whites. Rather, Afro-American studies should
be integrated into our academic program on its own merits. The pro¬
gram is not meant to replace the study of white culture. It is meant
to stand alongside that culture simply because it is worth studying.
If Afro-American studies are to succeed, it will not be as a gesture
of egalitarianism or as a tip of the intellectual hat to black culture. It
will succeed because there are important works to be studied and be¬
cause the Bates community wants to recognize the validity of these
works.
Broader-based support, however, must come from the student
body. Change will not come if only the Afro-American Society creates
vocal support. As correct as the cause may be, the program will not
come into existence if the rest of the campus remains silent about
these issues. Other campus organizations must offer their support,
and all of the students at Bates must make their opinions known in
whatever ways they can.
The faculty, too,man help pave the way for Afro-American studies
by incorporating more of these kinds of works into their syllabi.
Where such works can fit appropriately into a curriculum, instructors
have an obligation to incorporate them. Such works would not be
meant to supplement or radically alter the curriculum. All that is
asked is that minority sources be studied where it is appropriate.
Some progress has already been made in this area. In the English
Department, “A Dissenting Tradition in American Literature” stud¬
ies many works by minority authors. Much black music is studied in
the Music Department’s “American Music” class, and the History
Department has offered several courses on black culture. These ad¬
vances are to be applauded, but there is still much to be done.
The issue of Afro-American Studies raises important questions
about the canon of works we study at Bates. It may be difficult for v
to think clearly about these issues, since so much of our thought i
directed by what we have studied. However, this reality only shows
the need for attention to these problems and for clear and concise
solutions.
Curriculum change will take time. There are logistical issues to
be confronted and challenges to be met. Afro-American studies must
remain a goal in years to come. If we support these programs, we
must voice that support. If change is to come, it will come through
solidarity and persistence.
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Letters To The Editor
Sc

The Movement Is Not Arrogant
To The Editor:
There has been a lot of criticism of
late that the Movement is an arrogant
club, lobbying for a special interest (i.e.
volunteerism) and generally being loud,
outspoken, and obnoxious. We have
heard that the Movement is too pushy,
that we ask too much of people, and that
our goals are too high.
First, let us make it clear that the
Movement is not a club for special inter¬
ests. Do we aim too high, ask too much
from the student body? We would rather
aim for the stars and miss than aim for
the mud and hit. Arrogant? Hardly. We
only have about 12 members ... we
fully realize what a small impact we have
on the school. But the facts are that
people freeze to death each winter be¬
cause they can’t afford heat—just blocks
from Bates. Smart kids with no one to
love them fail out of Lewiston Jr.
High—right across from Chase Hall.
Old people waste away their last years in
retirement homes that no one ever vis¬
its—walking distance from Bates. Is it
arrogant for the Movement to attempt

to help the people we care about? Yes,
we’re loud. Yes we’re outspoken—these
problems have solutions, if we will only
listen. So someone has to talk loud to
catch our attention.
Our little Movement is only one
among thousands, and it is this unified
strength that has a potential for positive
change of phenomenal scope. What the
Movement does is good. Let the funda¬
mental power of that work sink in. For
a world filled to overflowing with igno¬
rance, poverty, and suffering, good is the
only cure. The good that Movement
projects do will carry on for the rest of
people’s lives, and our lives as well. The
meaning of this good will take many
years to reach its deepest impact. The
beauty and depth of the Movement, we
agree, is not immediately visible. A few
volunteers, a couple of small programs
do not a revolution make, you might
say. The only reply is work, watch, and
wait. Once started, the power will un¬
fold, whether it is seen or no.
Yours In Service,
The Movement

Change In Ticket Prices
To The Editor:
This is to inform students that the
prices for the Campus Association Vaca¬
tion Bus will be going up starting this
upcoming Thanksgiving break due to
higher costs for chartering the buses.
The new prices will be:
Boston: one way—$20, round trip—
$35
Connecticut: one way—$25, round
trip—$45
New York: one way—$30, round
trip—$55
These prices are still very reasonable
compared to Greyhound fares; for ex¬
ample, round trip to Boston—$49.50
and round trip to New York—$133.

The Campus Association wishes to con¬
tinue this service and can only do so with
these price increases. Hopefully, the
change will only be temporary and the
old prices will be reinstated in February.
The schedule will remain the same, but
the selling times will be decreased, so
don’t wait until the last minute to pur¬
chase a ticket. Complaints, criticism, in¬
formation and purchasing of tickets may
be done at the Campus Association of¬
fice from 4-5, Monday through Friday.
Thank you for your cooperation.
Sincerely,
Morag Martin ’91
Julie Ann Ott ’91
Campus Commissioners
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News Staff: Lisa Reisz, Dan Record, Tim Mahoney, Andrew Abra¬
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to 224 Chase Hall (783-7108).
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Gimme Shelter: George Bush Eaten By Snakes
what George Bush stands for. We’ve
been fooled by blunt, inelegant lies. I
mean, you’d have to be a pretty dismal
person to buy into the trash that' ol’
George tossed around in this campaign.
Obviously, America is inhabited by a lot
of pretty dismal people.
Don’t get me wrong. I don’t think

Good God, we did it. We went out
and elected George Bush president.
What could we have been thinking? Did
everyone go to the polls drunk or some¬
thing? Are we all terminally stupid? I
don’t understand.
What’s going on here? I’m beginning
to lose my faith in America. Even after
Iran-Contra. Even with the huge deficit.
Even after the stock market crash. We
obviously don’t learn from our mistakes.
In fact, it appears that we don’t know
much at all. The American people obvi¬
ously don’t care to control their own
fate. Instead, we’re all running out and
voting for a grotesque video image on
the basis of a few sickening slogans. We
can’t be listening very closely.
A friend of mine said last night that
this election has made him believe that
democracy can’t work. I told him that if
that was true, then he should have voted
for Bush.
Smugness aside, though, his point
was well taken. Bush won this election
because of his sound bites and his media
blitzes. I don’t think America even
knows what it’s gotten itself into,
frankly. These are going to be lean
times—-four ugly years lie ahead.
To be perfectly honest, I don’t think
Americans even know or understand

Chris Janak
Mike Dukakis is some sort of saint. I do
think that he’s a bright guy, and I also
think that he lost this election because
he’s not aryan, but he did his share of
sloganeering in this campaign, too. But
George was the worse offender.
I’m disgusted by the whole thing, re¬
ally. It makes me want to forget about
politics altogether, and that would be a
pretty big step for me. But it’s obvious
that my convictions aren’t doing anyone
any good. In fact, perhaps the only thing
I’m accomplishing is that I’m giving
myself high blood pressure.
But of course, quitting is no option.
Despite the fact that all I really want to
do is use a bunch of four letter words to
describe George Bush and his running
mate (whose name I can’t bear to re¬
peat), I guess I’ll just have to get a good
night’s sleep and try to pick up the

pieces.
I guess we all know what’s going to
happen. The next four years are going
to be disastrous. The Bush administra-

“Americans don’t even
know or understand what
George Bush stands for.
We’ve been fooled by
blunt, inelegant lies.
You’d have to be a pretty
dismal person to buy into
the trash that ol’ George
tossed around in this
campaign.”
tion will be ridden with scandals. The
paper-thin economic gains of the last
eight years will come crashing down
around us, perhaps we will even enter a
depression. It’s even possible that
George will take us to war.
It will get ugly, and people will get an¬
gry. But George will never be im¬
peached, since nobody wants his run¬
ning mate (whose name I’m still trying
to forget) to have any responsibility be¬
yond smiling like a pig in hot mud and

shaking the sweaty hands of diplomats
who can’t believe that such an obviously
foolish young man could walk into a po¬
sition of authority.
And in 1992, a democrat will be
elected president. Unless, of course, we
haven’t all been melted and there hasn’t
been a revolution. And that democrat
will do no better than George at solving
our country’s problems. And then who
knows what will happen . . .
Of course, it’s hard to care about
these things when it seems like there’s
nothing you can do about them. But
there’s one thing that will keep me go¬
ing. There’s one horrifying prospect in
our future that will motivate me to think
about politics.
And if you’re feeling complacent, per¬
haps you should try it, too. All you have
to do is repeat two little words. Two
words that present the most terrifying
future you can imagine: the ultimate call
to arms.
Now I must warn those of you who
may be a little, squeamish or faint of
heart, I’m gonna say something that
may affect your health adversely. Read
with caution, it could change your life.
President Quayle.
Think about it. Kinda makes you
sick, doesn’t it?

Coordinating Volunteer Programs At Bates
Rarely do opportunities to change
Bates as we know it arise, and typically
when one, does it remains in the back¬
ground, unknown to the vast majority of
students. Last week a decision was made
to introduce a work study position as a
volunteer coordinator with the potential
to expand to a fully paid staff position.
If used correctly, this administrative
support could, in effect, gradually
change how Bates students, interact with
the Lewiston community and increase
involvement on campus. The situation,
however, is complicated by contrary
views held within other parts of the Bates
administration. As with most current
major decisions, the issue will not be re¬
solved finally until the new college Presi¬
dent arrives, leaving the issue at the

hands of a yet unknown factor.
Last February, the idea of a volunteer
coordinator was revived by the Move¬
ment, a group that essentially became
the Campus Association community

Steve and Peter
Browning
commission. As~submitted last March,
the coordinator would “provide central
administrative support for all volunteer
opportunities, community internships,
and community service projects.” For
reasons involving time, effort, and attri¬
tion, this is sorely needed by the Bates
campus.

At present, there is a high level of par¬
ticipation from the Bates community in
programs that generally didn’t exist on
campus before February. However,
while organizations like Big Brother/Big
Sister have had their membership in¬
creased twofold, the efforts needed to
manage them have correspondingly in¬
creased.
Consequently, when students are
spending over 25 hours a week pushing
paper and answering phones, their ca¬
pacity to actually run activities in person
decreases. By having an individual in a
position to take phone calls on a regular
basis, organizing transportation, taking
reports from various agencies, and per¬
forming other functions, community in¬
volvement could be encouraged without

WASHINGTON,

Mark Alan Stamaty
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resorting to what has been called “baby¬
sitting”.
In a past conversation with President
Reynolds, he asked if I advocated creat-

“If utilized properly, the
coordinator position could
help encourage volunteerism
to the point where it rivals
Athletics in participation.
Participation in the
community encourages
integration between Bates and
Lewiston, helping to dissolve
the Bates bubble.”
ing more babysitters for our college, i.e.
staff who would end up supervising stu¬
dents who could not otherwise take care
of themselves.
Bernard Carpenter, Treasurer of the
College, made this same point in
another manner when he asserted that
the theoretical problem with such a posi¬
tion is that it deprives the students of the
opportunity to learn organizational skills
themselves. If this prevents, the forma¬
tion of more networks between the town
and community, then perhaps that
which can’t be sustained should not be
established in the first place.
Dealing with the latter argument first,
having a volunteer coordinator does not
mean giving up student responsibility
for projects. Students would still be
carrying on crucial tasks such as match¬
ing students to children from the com¬
munity and organizing actual events.
Anyone ever tasked with this assign¬
ment, it can be assured, will benefit
from a wealth of administrative experi¬
ence.
Since the Office of the Dean of Stu¬
dents supports this program, the ques¬
tion then comes down to one of finances.
That is where the President’s office
comes into play. To fund a fully paid
staff person requires a fair amount of
money, but less than Chase Hall Com¬
mittee receives every year.
Nevertheless, this amount requires
the support of the College President in
order to be approved by Bernie Carpen¬
ter, the closest thing, using David Wi-

■ SEE BROWNINGS, PAGE 18
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Canon Fodder: On Afro-American Studies
Last Sunday, in her lecture on “Rascism in Higher Education,” Reverend
Daphne Wiggins spoke about the stude¬
nt’s ability to make mistakes in a college
setting that might not be able to be made
in the “real world” without a somewhat
different result. Reverend Wiggins en¬
couraged students to take advantage of
their surroundings, to ask questions that
might not otherwise get asked and even
fall on their face while they were still
“under the aegis of education” which
would insulate the embarrassment and
the injury.
Students are given this “aegis,” or
“shield” of education to allow them to
make mistakes. Yet, for various rea¬
sons, such as fear of being graded down
or looking foolish in front of other stu¬
dents, they do not always ask the ques¬
tions or admit the feelings they have. Is
Bates allowing for an educational envi¬
ronment under which various points of
view can freely be discussed and stu¬
dents can admit their ignorances and
their biases? This is the problem that
the Afro-American Studies program is
attempting to solve.
Like the Classics/Mediaeval Studies
program which has recently been recom¬
mended by the faculty, the Afro-Ameri¬
can Studies program does not ask for the
creation of an Afro-American major or
department, but an acute awareness on
the behalf of existing departments to ini¬

tiate courses which will concentrate on
concerns specific to African and AfroAmerican thought. At least in the cur¬
rent proposal of the Classics/Mediaeval
Studies program, a major can be created
if the interest exists. Can the courses in

Anthony Miller
the Afro-American Studies program
form a major? This is something for
those drafting the Afro-American
Studies program to consider.
But for all this talk of a major, this is
not the purpose of creating an AfroAmerican Studies program; the purpose
of this program is to appeal to all inter¬
ested students and expose them to a dif¬
ferent approach to history and literature,
and I would argue that it is an important
one for all students.
There are, as some have already ar¬
gued, other academic interests which
should command our attention, and
everyone has his/her own idea as to
which should be the top priority. Be¬
cause I sponsor the institution of an Af¬
ro-American Studies program, I don’t
have to feel that all of the existing de¬
partments are without their shortcom¬
ings. Nor do I have to deny that there
are other areas of study absent from the
Bates academic program. In alerting
Bates to its absence of an Afro-American
Studies program, the Afro-American

Society is not asking you choose them
above other academic concerns; they are
not trying to pit Afro-American Studies
against Women’s Studies or any other
group. My hope is that, rather than try¬
ing to make you take sides, the concerns
of the Afro-American Society stimulated

“Is Bates allowing for an
educational environment
under which various
points of view can freely
be discussed and students
can admit their
ignorances and their
biases? This is the problem
that the Afro-American
studies program is
attempting to solve.”
some thought through the campus and
forced other groups to think about pur¬
suing other programs.
There is a question I keep asking my¬
self. How is it that a school which prides
itself on being one of the first not to dis¬
criminate on the basis of sex or race and
on being so egalitarian can still be “ex¬
ploring” the possibility an Afro-Ameri¬
can Studies and Women’s Studies pro¬
grams? Other not-so-egalitarian liberal

arts schools (Amherst, Haverford, Wes¬
leyan) have already adopted such
programs. A great deal of work is ahead
for those students and professors who
want an Afro-American Studies pro¬
gram at Bates.
To my knowledge, a written proposal
has yet to be drafted that defines exactly
the purposes of the program. Dean of
the Faculty Carl Straub, who has put the
Afro-American Studies program on
hold, did not inform the Afro-American
Society that they would not have to sub¬
mit a propoal in their request for a pro:
gram. And these are only students work¬
ing on this program. Consider that the
Classics/Mediaeval Studies program
was engineered almost entirely by fac¬
ulty and that it is still in the works.
If Bates does adopt an Afro-American
program, which I hope it will, the
changes will be gradual. The students
who are reading this article will not see
an Afro-American Studies program in
their stint at Bates. However, if a pro¬
gram is ever to be placed in the Bates
curriculum, the effort has to be made
now. I am asking the students, profes¬
sors, and administrators to be willing to
ask questions, take chances, even fall on
their face if they must, but not to be
afraid of change. It is important to re¬
member that education is one of the few
highwire acts in which we can work with
a net.

Freddie Kruger, George Bush, and You
You thought it was going to be a
presidential campaign, but . . .
As usual, the news anchors went on
the air with big maps of the United
States behind them which slowly lit up,
state by state, blue for Bush and red for
Dukakis, and sure enough, by the end
of the evening, the map was dominated
by a bright shade of blue, dotted with a
few lonesome and forlorn islands of red.
Yet another Republican “landslide”
was won.
But what’s going to happen now? The
Reagan Administration, much to the
dismay of Ronald Reagan, has pursued
a foreign policy toward the Soviet Union
and the Third World far wiser than, say,

Jack Kennedy, the most radical presi¬
dent we’ve had since Teddy Roosevelt.

Steve Gensemer
Whether or not he wanted to, Ronnie
has swallowed a fact that only Jimmy
Garter before him was willing to admit:
the United States is no longer the undis¬
puted “leader of the free world.” Not
only are we losing our economic hegem¬
ony in the West, but the not-so-free
world, commonly referred to as the So¬
viet Union and her satellites, is steadily
on a road toward increasing freedom

herself, and the not-so-powerful third
world has proven that it is actually pretty
feisty when it comes to intervention
from the superpowers. (Vietnam? Af¬
ghanistan?)
I don’t imagine it will shock the
American public to discover, as they un¬
doubtedly will, that Vivarin-stuffed do¬
nuts were periodically distributed at the
Republican convention by the Bush
campaign in a desperate effort to keep
the delegates awake, nor will it shock
them when Dan Quayle has to be re¬
placed because he accepted an honorary
guest dictatorship in the Cape Verde ar¬
chipelago off the coast of Africa because,
in the former VP’s words, “It reminds

Coordinating Volunteer Programs
■ BROWNINGS, FROM PAGE 17
se’s language, to an “invisible govern¬
ment” on campus. Mr. Carpenter’s role
on campus is to run the Bates budget of
$26,437,613 while locating funding for
projects and monitoring allocations in
general.
Generally, Presidential support is the
crucial factor determining whether or
not a program is approved. When a
project comes from the President’s office
through the chain of command with an
endorsement, it becomes a college prior¬
ity. For this reason the matter hangs on
the choice of our next President espe¬
cially, since this project does not particu¬
larly “float the boat” of our current
head administrator.
During its work study period, the vol¬
unteer coordinator position will be eval¬
uated by the Dean of Students Office
while being filled by a work study stu¬
dent. Assuming that there is an accept¬
able probationary period, there seems
no reason to deny funding especially
considering the amounts being spent on
other college programs.

Athletics are treated as an academic
department at Bates with many of its
personnel paid salaries corresponding to
their academic rank. As such, that de¬
partment receives slightly under four
percent of the College’s budget. Put
another way, total costs come to approx¬
imately one million dollars with at least
$730,000 going towards salaries and the
rest going for food^ lodging, travel,
equipment, support of sport club activit¬
ies, and office/medical equipment and
support.
If that sounds extreme, it can be es¬
tablished that the costs for transportation
using vans and buses exceeds $70,000 a
year alone. In contrast, the total expend¬
iture for the CSA and Chaplain’s office,
the Student, and all the extracurricular
organizations combined is not in excess
of $225,000. The point to be made is
that considering the funding being pro¬
vided to one of the elements carrying out
part of the stated purpose of education
at Bates, it would be inane to deny fund¬
ing to another project doing tnany of the
same things. •
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If utilized properly, the coordinator
position could help encourage volunteerism to the point where it rivals athletics
in participation. Currently, counting
club sports, participation is at a yearly
level of approximately 600 students, not
counting intramural activities.
At the same time, however, volunteerism fulfills needs not covered by the
athletics
department.
Participation
within the community encourages inte¬
gration between Bates and Lewiston,
helping to dissolve the Bates bubble. By
caring about society and the people that
compose it, students achieve personal
development from an angle different
from most classes and athletics.
It is a third way to personal develop¬
ment that has not received the same pro¬
motion in the past as the other two forms
of development. Assuming future sup¬
port from the Dean of Students office
and the support of the new college Presi¬
dent, a program will be promoted that
has the potential to positively influence
the character of Bates.

me of Indiana.”
But what of us? The home viewers? I
suspect that the video:cable industry will
continue to explode as we desperately
seek to anesthetize our brains amid the
gaffes of the next four years: recession,
continued stalemating on international

“The video-cable industry
will continue to
anesthetize our brains
amid the gaffes of the next
four years: recession,
continued stalemating on
international arms talks,
Gorbachev teaching Ted
Kennedy how to dance a
Russian polka ...”
arms talks, Gorbachev teaching Ted
Kennedy how to dance a Russian
polka . . .
It’s a damned crazy world out there,
and we Americans are slowly becoming
pretty numb to the whole thing, but I,
for one, am sick and tired of Jason and
Freddie Kruger movies and Spuds
MacKenzie t-shirts and rock concerts in
stadiums that seat twenty times as many
people as live in my home town.
I imagine that Bush’s successor in the
White House will be a. calm, rational
Senator who comes across pretty well on
C-Span and is, on the whole, a pretty
average guy. He probably won’t make
too big a deal about himself, he’ll prob¬
ably be a Democrat, and he’ll probably
sign arms treaties that will turn the last
of our nuclear weapons over to the
United Nations. Perhaps then we will be
able to face the 20th century with our
heads screwed on straight and our rock
musicians ofT MTV and back in the bars
where they belong.

\ -;rs tfrxK?

FORUM

Euthanasia and UtilityiThe Ethics Of Death
There has been much attention fo¬
cused oh the issue of abortion this year.
A closely related but neglected issue is
that of euthanasia. Euthanasia is not a
minor issue, it is not Something which
can be brushed off as being the excep¬
tion to the rule.
Many doctors are faced with the deci¬
sion of whether to terminate or prolong
a life on a regular basis. Unlike most
professions; the stance Of the American
Medical Association (AMA) On the issue
is quite contrary to that of the doctor’s
general view. The AMA insists that eu¬
thanasia is illegal, and that it is contrary
to the goals of1 a doctor to perform it.
Most doctors feel differently. They
feel that they have a twin responsibility:
to preserve life and to minimize pain.
This is not a radical goal. The point of
contention is whether a life of pain is
better or worse than immediate death.
The two predominate positions imme¬
diately split off into two groups. On one
side, we have the utilitarians: they be¬
lieve that we should maximize pleasure
(utility) and minimize pain (dis-utility).
This is a fairly uncontroversial stance;
many of our laws seem to agree it. In
this view, the reason for punishing crim¬
inals is because the dis-utility resulting
in the criminals’ imprisonment is less
than the good resulting from it.
On the issue of euthanasia, utilitar¬
ians feel that a life of pure pain before
death is worse than immediate death.
The reason is clear: in the end, more
dis-utility results in the life of pain than
the immediate death.
The other view is that there is some¬

thing “unnatural” in the killing of a hu¬
man being. These people point to the
fact that everything in nature is built to
survive. The first purpose of any living
thing is its immediate self-preservation.,
by taking a life we are acting contrary to

John Buckman
nature. God did not put humans on this
Earth to be'killed: by killing another, the
argument goes, we -are committing hu¬
bris, directly acting against God’s will.
Both arguments contain weaknesses.
The utilitarian argument does not seem
to consider the dis-utility resulting from
the killing of humans, If euthanasia were
to become common practice, so the ar¬
gument goes, mercy-killing would be¬
come more commonplace. Doctors
would become more and more lenient in
deciding which cases needed euthanasia,
many people would be needlessly , killed.
One can argue that the legalization of
euthanasia would lead doctors to become
lax in their duties, resulting in a general
loss of respect for the medical industry.
People might be less willing to enter hos¬
pitals, and more sickness would result.
Overall, the argument goes, legalization
of euthanasia would lead to a significant
dis-utility.
The “going against nature” argu¬
ment has fairly grave problems as well.
If God meant for people to live, why is
there death at all? What is so much more
natural about pain than death:
both
seem to occur without human inter¬
vention. Doesn’t it seem that if people
had their choice between a painful death

and a peaceful one. they would choose
the latter? Both sides. obviously have
their problems, but my purpose here, in
this column, is not to lead you to the
right answer. The purpose .of the col¬
umn is to provide you with the tools you
need to answer them for yourselves; to
start you thinking about contemporary
ethical issues that are of real importance.
Enough history, now to the present.
Though euthanasia is illegal as de¬
fined, it is widely practiced through a
loophole in the law. The loophole goes
something like this: there is a risk in the
administration of any drug. One task of
a doctor is to minimize pain, therefore,
a doctor can legally give a weak patient
a strong dose of morphine that wili result
in his or her death.
The stated purpose of the doctor’s ac¬
tion is not kill the patient, only to allevi¬
ate the pain. Of course, the doctor
knows full well that the dose of morphine
will kill the patient: this is why he or she
administers it (he or she is committing
legal euthanasia).
Currently, there are many cases
where the family and the patient want
euthanasia committed, but no doctor
will do it for fear of prosecution. I see no
reason why, if the doctor, the family and
the patient are in total agreement why
euthanasia cannot be committed.
This seems like an unjust application
of religious principle. Fine, if you are
Christian and believe that euthanasia
should not be committed, then don’t
commit it. But for someone whose goal
is minimize their own suffering, they
should be able to make the choice with¬

out the government looking over their
shoulder. What it comes down to is
whether you believe in the “sanctity of
life” above the maximization ol utility
or not.
Interestingly, there are countless par¬
allels to abortion which rise from the
case of euthanasia. Also in abortion, the

“Currently, there are many
cases where the family and the
patient want euthanasia
committed, but no doctor will
do it for fear of prosecution. I
see no reason why, if the
doctor, the family and the
patient are in total agreement,
that euthanasia cannot be
committed.”
issue is whether we should maximize
utility by allowing abortions (women
whose lives are ruined from pregnancy
are a dis-utility) or if we should preserve
“human” life at the cost of utility.
Once again, I am not here to give you
the answer to these ethical issues, only
to help you to concentrate your mental
energies on what is truly-crucial.
Obviously, it is possible to be Chris¬
tian and favor the maximization of util¬
ity, the existence of pro-choice Chris¬
tians is evidence. You will also notice
that I have completely avoided the sub¬
ject of euthanasia for someone who is
not suited to make the decision. We en¬
ter into messy questions about represen¬
tation and on who can make life-ordeath decision: here there is not enough
space to even start.
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Should Bates Have an Afro-American
Studies Major?
Amy Hamilton
Photographer

Lisa Katherine Reisz
Reporter

David Das Admissions Councilor
“Yes. I think it’s important for a place
like Bates to offer something non-traditional and very much of importance to
contemporary American society.”

Christine Werthmann ’92
think Bates should.”

Mary Kelly ’91 and Pete Carey ’91
emerging society.”

Afro-American
Major?

Richard Sautter ’92 “As far as I’m
concerned it depends on what the de¬
mand is in the student body. I think that
if there is enough demand in the student
body for an Afro-Am major then the col¬
lege definitely should provide one. I
think there definitely (at least) should be
a program.”

-/

\___

The John Cougar
Mellencamp
Fact of the Week
FACT: A New York cabbie once ad¬
vised John Cougar Mellencamp with pa¬
ternal concern, “Son, do yourself a fa¬
vor and go on back home before you get
hurt.” John paid him no mind.

QUESTION: How were John Cougaij
and his band received when they opened
for Ritchie Blackmore and Rainbow in
Oakland?
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Gary Abbagnaro ’90 “No—by having
a Black Studies major and not other mi¬
nority majors, Bates would not be offer¬
ing equal learning opportunities in mi¬
nority studies. If a Black Studies major
is offered, an Native American Studies
major should also be offered and soon.”

“Yes, because it is needed in today’s

“Yes, I

